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Welcome Back, Murray State University Alumni...
Congratulations to MS,U On Its 50th Anniversary
Selected As A Best All Round Kentlicky Community Newspaper

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

In Our 93rd Year

Bell Finally Wins Rate
Hike Of $15.2 Million
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky: (AP) —
South Central Bell finally has
won a long-requested telephone
increase in Kentucky—but only
9.per cent of the $25.7 million
it had requested.
Kentucky's Public Service
Commission granted the company a $15.2 million rate increase Friday, just slightly
more than the $14.8 million it
sought two years ago. That rate
increase was rejected in its entirety by the PSC on Dec. 31,
1970, a denial which was upheld
in Franklin Circuit Court and
still is pending in the Court of
Appeals.
The PSC allowed South Central Bell to put the full $25.7

million raise it requested in a
new applicationnearly this year
into effect in March on an
emergency basis.
The company now will have
to refund to its customers ,the
difference between the higher
ratesaactually granted now and
those allowed in an emergency
basis. The commission ordered
those refundiLailus 6 per cent
interest—to be made within 60
days.
One major aspect of the case
which the company lost was its
request for a $45.9 million "attrition allowance" to offset rising construction costs.
The PSC denied that entirely,
saying it was not within the
spirit of national economic pot-

New Reconnaissance
Craft To Be Used In
Boggs Party Search
ANCHORAGE, Alaska ) AP)
As Boggs' wife Lindy and her
,— After more than 100 hours of family abrldoned their vigil
false leads and fruitless search, here, authorities said they
rescuers weighed the chances would expand the 56,000-squareof survival and readied every mile search area for Boggs, 58;
tvailable plane today for anat.-. Alaskal.s_jale member of the
panded manhunt for missing House, Nick i3egicliii.Sse11
House Democratic Leader Hale L. Brown, 37, a Begich aide-,
Boggs and three other persons. and pilot Don E. Jonz, 38, ownWith more than 70 aircraft in er of Pan-Alaska Airways.
the skies, Air Force spokesmen
The Bogg,s family arrived in
said the search would be aided
Anchorage Wednesday but retoday by the two sophisticated
turned to Washington early
RF4C reconnaissance aircraft,
today aboard a White House
en route from Bergstrom AFB
plane,
in Texas.
Their efforts were aimed at
The missing Cessna 310 vaprobing deeper into cloud-cov- nished Monday on a 560-mile
ered mountain passes for some flight from Anchorage to
sign of life or wreckage.
--Juneau, after Boggs had raised
Mostly cloudy and snowy about $22,000 at a campaign
weather was predicted over speaking engagement for Begmuch of the search area.
ich here. ,

ides which now are seeking to
control inflation.
The company did win its
point on using a year-end rate
base, however, instead of averaging the base over an entire
year, as opponents of the rate
boost had advocated.
A major opponent of the increase who urged use of an average base was Asst. Atty.
Gen. Laura Mizrell, of the attorney general's Consumer Protection DivisWe. Averaging the
rate base (NTT the entire year
would have dropped $14.3 million from the base.
The PSC order directed South
Central Bell to "immediately
accelerate" its improvement
program to extend its service
to unserved customers and to
upgrade its service to present
customers. In particular, it
asked for the total elimination
of eight-party service as soon
as practicable.
Arguments on the need for
upgrading such service was
part of the reason the PSC had
allowed the company to put its
full requested rate increase into
effect on an emergency basis
last March.
The commission also approved the company's proposal
for increasing the number of
groups — which reflect the
number of telephones in an esIs_lIarige_and thus the rate customers pay
Tforn—Trto- 10.
Under the automatic regrouping principle used by South
Central Bell, the rates for all
customers within an exchange
rise or fall as the number of
telephones each can call at la
cal rates increases or decreases.
"The evidence is quite clear,
"the PSC order said, "that the
amount of increased revenue
derived from regroupings since
1957 )the year of the last rate
increase granted to South Cen(Continued on Page Eight)

McGovern Says Nixon Ready To
Impose Stricter Wage Controls
nominee said that every time
the Nixon_ administration "has
faced an important economic
choice, they have picked the
policy that is right for the few
but wrong for you."
The President signed revenue-sharing legislation that will
return $30.2 billion in federaltax revenue to state and local
governments in the next five
years.
During the signing Friday at
Philadelphia's historic Independence Hall, the President
declared: "...we are giving
our government back to the
people again."
Police kept several thousand
antiwar and anti-Nixon demonstrators away from the ceremony, and 30 of the protesters
Jackson Purchase
were taken into custody.
Considerable cloudiness and
Back in Washington, Demowarmer today with a chance of
crats for Nixon chief John B.
a few showers this afternoon.
Connally said said in a halfHighs 62 to 67. Cloudy and mild
hour TV ad:
tonight with the chance of rain
"The McGovern defense
and lows in the mid 40s. Sunday cloudy and mild with occa- budget is the most, dangerous
sional rain and highs around 70. document ever seriously put
Outlook for Monday —cloudy forth by a presidential candidate in this century:" the forand mild with rain.
mer Treasury secretary said in
Kentucky Extended Outlook
a half-hour TV ad.
Considerable cloudiness with
Frank Mankiewicz,
daily chances for rain McGovern's national
political
throughout the. period. Daily director, called the
broadcast
bier:in the upper 5( to MifieTe.
•-yarriful of lies, distortion
fkg-and-dailX ISMS a the nnd
nd falsehood." •
40s to the mid 50s.
The Democi-iftc Viarlrast-By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
With money getting more attention as the 1972 presidential
campaign nears an end, Democrat George McGovern has suggested that President Nixon is
ready to inIrsase stricter wage
controls on workers after Nov,
7.
"Already there are reports
that the White House is ready
to impose stricter wage controls after the election,"
McGovern said in a nationally
televised speech Friday night.
The Democratic presidential

The Weather

dential nominee, Sargent Shriver, campaigning in Steubenville, Ohio, accused Nixon's reelection committee of "Gestapo" tactics which pose "the
most serious threat to democracy we've ever had."
Shrive,r said the Republicans
deliberately used bugging, forgery, bribery, infiltration and
"misinformation" to disrupt the
Democratic party and deceive
Americans.
On the other side of the
ticket, Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew appeared at a rock concert with F'rank Sinatra in a 5,000-seat theater filled with
teenagers in Chicago.
Agnew told the teenagers
"We have tremendous confidence in you."
Sinatra sang a special political rendition of the song '"I'he
Lad:- is a Tramp" for Agnew.
In another development, former Sen. Ernest Gruening of
Alaska told a news conference
at the McGovern campaign
headquarters in Washington
that Mew "is a self-made dictator,"
Gruening, who was defeated
in 1970 by Mike Gravel, said
Nixon is "disregarding all the
constitutional guarantees." And
he added that four more years_
of Nixon would put the country'
nearir
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Charles Magness Named
Outstanding Ag Alumnus
Charles Magness, vice
president of the Jackson Purchase Credit Association,
Mayfield, has been named the
Agriculture
Outstanding

Alumnus of the Year by the
Agriculture Alumni Club of
Murray State University.
A 1957 graduate of Murray
State, he is a native of Calloway
County and graduated from the
Murray University Training
school in 1951.
Magness becomes the eighth
Murray State agriculture
alumnus to receive the honor,
bestowede4 a-dinner meeting of
the club tonight Friday') at The
Hut adjacent to the Murray_
State campus. His selection was
announced by Dan Shipley,
Murray insurance agent and
president of the club.
Charles M. Moon, a Hickman'
County cattle and hog farmer
and a 1949 Murray' graduate,
won the honor last year.
Previous winners have been:
Joe Dick, president of the
Bank of Murray, 1970; Dr.
Walter Woods, head of the
department of animal sciences
Purdue
at
University,
Lafayette, Ind., 1969; State Sen.
Pat McCuiston, Pembroke,
Ralpha
William
1968;
Alexander, Union County High
School, 1967; James L Pryor,
general manager of the Illinois
Central Railroad's Madison
OWENSBORO, Ky. AP) —
1 Corp., Carterville, Ill,,
Republican senatorial candi- 1966, and Mancil Vinson,
date Louie Nunn has challenged director of alumni affairs at
his Democratic opponent to an- Murray State, 1965.
swer specific questions regardMagness, who also has served
ing positions on voting for the agriculture club as vice
taxes.
president and treasurer, has
Speaking at the Sportcenter been active in West Kentucky
in Owensboro Friday night, agriculture activities since
Nlifiriratiett-Demeeratie eaudo- restoraing keel military; service
date Walter "Dee" Huddleston in 1954.
for his failure to show up for a
After six years with the
scheduled debate at a Louis- Southern States Cooperative at
ville Bar Association meeting Henderson and Hopkinsville, he
at which Nunn posed many of joined JPCA in 1960 as a field
the same questions.
representative.
He
was
"My opponent has made a promoted to vice president of
campaign for the Senate of the the organization only' last
United States on two false is- month.
sues-taxes and character vilifiMore than 3,000 members in
cation," Nunn said. "Tonight, I the eight Purchase _counties
am again calling for the proof.
(Continued on Page Eight)
"I challenged Huddleston either to back up the absurd
claims and personnel innuendos
on which his entire campaign is
based or to admit that he is
once again engaging in the
same type of deceptive tactics
he employed last year as campaign manager for the present
governor," Nunn said.
Alpha Beta Alpha library
The Glasgow Republican followed with a barrage of ques- science fraternity's Epsilon
tions implying that Huddieston chapter at Murray State
had failed to seek tax cuts be- University presented a framed
fore Nunn was governor and print of C.G. Morehead's
had voted for various increased painting of Oakhurst to the
library in a ceremony Friday
taxes in the 1972 legislature.
He also accused Huddleston afternoon.
Planned as part of the Golden
of voting in both the 1966 legisHomecoming
lative sessicin and the the spe- Anniversary
cial session in 1967 to spend weekend on the campus, the
funds which were not available presentation was made to Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, university
to the state.
president, by Paulette Joiner of
Hopkinsville, senior president
of Alpha Beta Alpha.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, professor
emeritus for whom the library
addition is named, and
, The Hazel Woman's Chib will Morehead,the Owensboro artist
sponsor a coffee for all senior known as "Kentucky's Artist of
citizens of the Hazel community Property," unkfeiled the print of
on Saturday, October 28, at Oakhurst, the traditional
three p.m. at the Community residence of Murray State
Room of the Dees Bank of presidents.
Hazel.
The print was hung in the
Mrs. Verona Grogan,director reference room of the library.
of the Senior Citizens program
Lowry, Morehead and Miss
in Calloway County, will be Ann Herron, associate director
present to discuss the of libraries, made remarks
organization of a senior citizens following the presentation. Dr.
group at Hazel.
Richard Walker, pastor of the
No formal invitations are First Baptist Church in Murray,
being issued, but all senior delivered the invocation and
citizens of the area are invited benediction for the program.
to attend. Persons needing
Morehead wag-commissioned -transportation or more in- todo the painting of Oakhurst
formation may call Mrs. Gerald by the Murray State University
Ray, 498-8528, Mrs. Harold Alumni • Association as a'
Wilkinson, 492-8683, or any othet commemoration
of _ ,the
inember of the 'Hazel Woman's university's _ 50th AnniversifT
Observance.
• -

Nunn Calls For
'Proof' From
Dee Huddleston

Senior Citizens Tea
Planned At Hazel

SIDESHOW ACROBATICS—Hoptown's Eddie Yoakum (n) goes for the ball a little early, and
Bubloa Hughes (83) will be there waiting for the ball after Yoakum falls. Hughes caught several
passes for long gains in Friday night's game against Hoptown. The Murray Tigers put up a good fight
before falling 20-7.
(Staff Photo by David Hilt.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
People in'Hopkinsville have
every right to boast about their
football team. And after last
night's game at Hoptown, the
citizens of Murray have a team
to be proud of too.
If Murray would have
received a few
breaks,
Hopkinsville would have
probably fell to the gallant
Tigers. But two first half interceptions combined with two
first half fumbles put an end to
Murray . dream
as
the
somehow
Hopkinsville
managed to take a 20-7 victory.
It was a different Murray
team than the one that lost 540 to Paducah Tilghman last
week. It was different in spirit
and in performance. It was, to
saythe least, a proud and
tough team.
There were different faces
and different attitudes, the
latter of which undoubtedly'
accounted' for the 'display of
strength and teamwork. And
the !aces, for one of the few
times in recent weeks, were
those of confidence and
determination.
Murray rolled up more
yardage against _Hopkinsville
than any other team has thus
far this season. And Murray is

Theta Department Plans
Regular Meet On Monday
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, October 23, at
7:30 p.m, at the club house.
Dr. James Byrn, local optometrist, will be the guest
speaker. The theme of the
program will be "Vision and
Highway Safety—New Highway'
Signs," according to Mrs.
James C. Martin, program
chairman.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. John Mikulcik, Mts.
.
Heel, Mrs. Rudolph
Howardraad Mrs. A. I„Holigh.

only the fourth team to score
Tigers lost their Second fumble
against Hopkinsville, who of the game.
owns an 8-1 slate for the year.
The Murray defense bottled
The Tigers seemed to be up Farrow midway through the
moving well against the for- second period. As a matter of
midable Hopkinsville line fact, Hopkinsville had to punt
during the opening minute of from their own 13. A bad snap
play. After a 10 yard gain by from center caused a short punt
Dale McCuiston carried Murray and the Tigers took over at the
to midfield, the Tigers made 'Hoptown 42.
their first costly fumble.
As luck would have it, the first
Although the fumble did not play the Tigers attempted
lead to a touchdown, it did resulted in an intercepted pass.
enable Hopkinsville to gain With that as an inspiration,
plenty of momentum. Hoptown Hopkinsville began their second
picked up 38 yards on the scoring drive.
ground in only seven plays and
Senior quarterback Andrew
moved into Murray' territory'. Todd broke tackle for a 49 yard
But a hard-hitting Tiger line gain and carried Hoptown to
forced a Hoptown -fumble and the Murray 10. But that wasn't
linebacker Tony' Thompson the biggest play' of the drive for
recovered for Murray.
Hoptown. On a fourth and goal
On Murray's second series, from the four, Dodd got a key
Hopkinsville adjusted to the block, and instead of having to
new Murray backfield. Due to give up the ball on downs,
halfback Glenn Jackson quit- Hopkinsville had their second
ting the squad. Landoll moved touchdown. The PAT was good
to a halfback spot while Tony' and with 5:25 left in the half.
Thompson took over at fullback Hoptown had a 14-0 adand Dale McCuiston kept his vantage.
regular spot at halfback. Thus
Action became very exwith the Hoptown defense adciting in the closing minutes
justed, Murray' was able to gain
of the half. After the Tigers
only two yards in the series.
were unable to convert a third
' Farrow, resembling Trigg
and two from the. Hoptown 49,
County's Selby Grubbs, was
Keith Farrell boomed a 49
unstoppable as
yard punt that a as downed
he led
Hopkinsville to a 54 yard
about one inch from the goal
'scoring march. Unjustifiably, it line chalk.
was Farrow who went in from
After going only six yards in
five yards to put Hopkinsville on three plays, Hopkinsville was
the scoreboard with 2:54
(Continued on Page Eight
remaining in the first period.
The PAT was good and
Get Acquainted Tea To
Hopkinsville took a 7-0 lead.
On the final play of the
quarter, Bubba Hughes amazed Be At Sinking Spring
the Homecoming crowd with his
The Baptist Young Women of
catch of A 34 yard pass from
George Landoll. Hughes, the Sinking Spring Baptist
trapped between two safeties, Church will sponsor a get
made an unbelievable catch of acquainted in the fellowship
the ball and the Tigers were in hall of the church on Tuesday,
Hopkinsville territory at the 27. October 24, at 7:30 p.m.
All young women between the
Two plays later, Landolt
again hit' Hughes for a 12 yard ages of 19 and 29 are invited to
gain to take Murray down to the attend. For further information,
25. But on the first play from persdes may call Della Bogges
scrinmiage afier the down, the 753-6270 or Margo McIntosh 7539748.
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PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) —
Democratic senatorial candidate Walter "Dee" Huddleston
Thursday repeated his charge
that his Republican opponent,
Louie B. Nunn, had increased
taxes after promising not to do
so.
"In fact," said Huddleston in
a speech prepared for delivery
at a Paducah rally, "Louie put
taxes on the medicine needed
by the ...elderly; Louie put
taxes on the food the working
man had to purchase for his
family, and Louie put taxes on
the machinery that farmers
had to have to make a living."
Huddleston added, "Is there
anyone here tonight who can
remember anything Louie did
to put the people of Kentucky
first?"
The state senator from Elizabethtown also charged that
Nunn, if elected, would support
a national sales tax that will
again place the burden on "the
elderly and the least able to
pay."
Huddleston said he has a
record of removing taxes. "I
promised to help remove the
sales tax on farm machinery,
prescription medicine and food
and these promises have become a reality."

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 20, 1972

Press Hassle

.0r

Newspaper people have been tangling with Officialdom since 1690 when Benjamin Harris
published Publick Occurences Both Foreign and
Domestick. That was the first newspaper in the
American colonies, and it was suppressed by the
authorities after one edition.
The latest hassle involves a newspaperman
named Peter J. Bridge who worked for the now
defunct Newark Evening News. Bridge's offense
was that he refused to answer a grand jury's
questions about some information he may have
obtained in confidence while working on a story. He
DID confirm the truth of the story he had written
(about bribery of officials and other matters); what
he refused to answer questions about were matters
he had NOT written about and had not himself
witnessed. That refusal, a court decided, amounted
to contempt. And now the U.S. Supreme Court has
refused to intervene in that decision.
This'case has been blown up by some into a major
challenge to freedom of -the press. It is seen by
others as another sinister effort by the government
to scrap Constitutional rights. We can't go that far.
But we do suggest that the continuing historical
conflict between the press and governmental or
civic agencies is based on disagreement over the
role of the press. Should that role be what the press
thinks it is—to inform the public without fear or
favor? Or should it be what Officialdom apparently c
conceives it to be—to publish what Officialdom
wants published and not much else? Or should it
perhaps be something in between?
Bridge is going to jail for an indefinite stay
because he believes a free press requires some
leeway in gathering information from sources who
insist on being confidential. Eliminate confidential
information by requiring reporters to divulge
sources when called upon to do so and you severely
restrict the power of the press to keep itself and you
informed on what is going on. You—the reading
public—may some day end up reading nothing but
4.-- government handouts and press releases. That, let
us assure you, is worse than going-to jail.—Atlanta
(Ga.) Constitution.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIIICE8 TILE

Former President Harry S. Truman was in his
usual good mood last night when he spoke here to
approximately 4,000 persons at the Murray State
College auditorium. A Democratic rally and barbeque was held at the City Park before Truman's
speech.
Deaths reported are Earl Mathis, age 55, of
Dexter, and Mrs. Walter B. Stiles, age 83, of
Blytheville, Ark.
Dr. Clell Peterson of Murray was elected
president of the Kentucky Ornithological Society at
the three clay meeting held at Mammoth Cave
National Park Hotel.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds lost to Tennessee Tech 16 to 12 in a football game yesterday.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER el TIMES FILE

The home of Dr. and Mrs. P.A. Hart on Main
Street in front of the Murray High School was
destroyed by fire this morning.
Mrs. Ora Wyatt, age 42, died this morning at her
home near New Concord. She had been ill for about
three months.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Shoemaker of Dexter will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home.
"This is a little early to wish Mrs. Nettie
Weatherly a happy birthday but we will do so
anyway. This fine lady will be 80 years old on
November 11," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray."

Isn't It The Truth!

43es

Copley News Service

State To Use Planes To Detect Forest Fires
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Everyday for the next two
months, Billy Allen will hit all
the hot spots in Western Kentucky.
He won't be able to spend
much time in any particular
'spot though, he'll have only two
hours each day to cover the
entire territory.
Allen is a pilot, and the "hot
spots" he'll "hit" are those
areas in the state Division of
Forestry's 13-county Western
District which are mosto
subject to forest fires. Mrs.
Allen also is a pilot, and she'll
be doing the flying when her
husband isn't available.
The Hopkinsville Flying
Service, which the Allens own,
has been contracted by the
division to provide air surveillance in the Western
District during Kentucky's fall
fire season, Oct. 15-Dec. 15. The
district includes Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
McCracken, Marshall and
Trigg counties.
The program is an
experiment in which one aircraft
will replace 18 fire control
watch towers which have
previously been used for fire
detection in the Western
District, according to Acting
Forestry Director Harry
Nadler.
Division Fire Control Chief
Maynard Marcum is confident
of the program's success.

"The land in the Western
District is the flattest in the
state," he said. "This makes it
ideal for air coverage as opposed to tower coverage. Since
he'll be flying at an altitude of
somewhere between 4500 and
7000 feet, the pilot-observer will
be able to see most of the
district at any point in his
flight."
The number of air patrols
necessary on a given day will be
determined by District Forester
Dave Sorensen. Decisions will
be ,based on dry conditions in
the woods, fire occurrence and
anticipated weather extremes.
Some days there may be no
flights, some days may require
continuous patrols.
Past success with air surveillance in other areas seems
to support Marcum's optimism.
The U.S. Forest Service
began using aircraft surveillance in the Daniel Boone
National Forest two years ago
as a
supplement to tower
coverage. The effort was so
successful that towers are no
longer used.
Although the Division of
Forestry hasn't previously used
air surveillance for a districts's
total coverage it has been used
with good results to supplement
tower coverage in parts of
Central Kentucky for the past
eight years.
"Covering the Western
District with air surveillance
will cost the Division of
Forestry about $5000 a year,"

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER•TIMER FILE

The loss by fire in Murray on the night of October
20 is estimated at $85,000. The figure includes
damage to the Peoples Savings Bank Building and
loss of property by fire and water.
Orville Joseph Kuhn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Kuhn of Murray, has been reported missing in action
by the U.S. Navy.
Deaths reported are Fred Eugene Atkins age 19.
killed in a one car accident, on October 16, Mrs.
Rhoda Caroline Brandon, age 94, W.M. Tomme, age
79, Miss Mary Lou Hutchens, age 9, Mrs. Callie
Shoemaker,age 76, and Pfc. Norman E. MacLeod of
Camp Tyson, killed in a car wreck near Hazel on
October 18.
William Zelna Carter was installed as Grand
Master of Masons in Kentucky at the Grand Lodge in
Louisville. Rev. C.C. Thompson was name chaplain
Miss Georgia Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Dudley Johnson, and Harry Douglas, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E.L. Douglas, were married October 15.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Cletus Hubbs, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCutopeon, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Sam McCutcheon, girl to Mr. and
Mrs. H.B. Bailey, Jr., girt to Mr. and Mrs. W.T.
Workman, boy to Mr,and Mrs. Cecil „Hopkins, and
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young'.

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Every bachelor knows that, on the average,
inarried folks live longer than single people. Does
that discourage the enjoyment of bachelorhood? Not
at all. Although men .and women who are loners
'
know that bachelors die sooner, they note that
Bible
bachelors have the courage- to their druthers.
r
Theledruther_liYe fastq-44e sooner apcl_ get,their
I tell thee, Peter, the cock shall not crow this
din..
-----trILin the hereafter.
:-------""---'''--bdiff,-Mitt shalrftifice -deity .t
hirt—Show. knowest
"A bachAiri- Wirgrus'Oritt or. Crnrre Women---.
22t'I--Z----as......—.........—
'
whO found a better one at the last minute."
On guard! When we think we are strong, sin
slips
' —Author

Thoughtfor Today

Unide,ntified

in.

Marcum said. "Using the 18
towers would bave cost $15,000.
Yet, economy is not why we are
going to air surveillance. We
believe that, due to the nature of
the land, the new system will
give us better fire detection

than the towers provided."
Nadler said, "We think this
new air surveillan e system is
going to be highly successful in
the Western District, and we
are looking to seeing the results
of this program."

Tappan Third Quarter
Sales Set New Record
The Tappan Company, a
diversified manufacturer of
appliances, cabinetry and air
conditioning, based in Mansfield, Ohio, has announced
substantial increases in nine
months earnings in 1972,
against a similar period in 1971,
with record third quarter sales
and record nine months sales.
W. R. Tappan, President, said
sales at the end of nine months
were $159,864,000, up 50 percent
from $1014a61.000 in. the,same
period last year, while pretax
earnings reached $7,455,000,
compared with $4,125,000 in the
same period in 1971. Earnings
per share rose to $1.38, compared with $.86 in 1971, even
though the average number of
shares outstanding was 300,000
greater in the more recent
period.
Mr. Tappan said that as
predicted, third quarter results
showed as increase over the
same period in 1971, but also as
predicted, earnings per share
declined. He said third quarter
sales of $55,252,000 compared
with$38,551,000 in 1971's third
quarter, and yielded pretax
earnings of $1,988,000 in 1972's
third quarter, against $1,644,000
in 1971 Earnings per share in
1972 were 28 cents, compaied to
34 cents in the same period last
year. Mr. Tappan explained
that as previously anticipated,
the decline in earnings per
share was primarily the result
of a substantial increase in new
shares I the Company sold
750,000 shares June 6, 1972, to
fund the acquisition of
American Standard's Air

Conditioning Division); and,
was also due in part to the strike
and post strike start-up
problems encountered at the
Company's quaker Maid
Division. He said the quarterly
loss figure for Quaker Maid was
over 3 cents per share, and the
additional shares outstanding
cost another 14 cents.
Mr. Tappen said that not
reflected in these results is the
estimated $400,000, net of taxes,
extraordinary Nautilus plant
abutdoyalebattin the last half of
1972, of which $180,600, hint
tax, was incurred during the
third quarter of 1972. This
estimated 12 cents per share
charge in 1972 is expected to be
offset by extraordinary credits
resulting from the anticipated
sale of the Nautilus plant in
Freeland, Pennsylvania, and
from the Company's share of an
expropriation claim which was
settled in October 1972. The
claim resulted from governmental condemnation
proceedings against our
Canadian subsidiary in 1968
The President also pointed
out that the third quarter is
always the Company's poorest
quarter, and the recently
acquired Air Conditioning
Division shows the same pattern. He said that in 1971,
however, the Air Conditioning
Division was coming off a strike
in June of that year, and the
third quarter was better than
usual, which makes this year's
comparison less favorable.
He said the Company's
backlog of orders was at an alltime high, and that the rate of
incoming orders was sound.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For the first time in the 1972
presidential campaign, Democratic presidential nominee
George McGovern and Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew have
shared a speaking platform.
But neither got down to
serious political speechmaking
at the 27th annual Alfred E.
Smith dinner in New York
Thursday night, a traditional
forum for White House campaigners. President Nixon appeared at the dinner during his
1960 and 1968 campaigns but
begged off this year.
McGovern took cognizance of
Nixon's absence from the charity dinner at the Waldorf Astoria ballroom.
"I'm sorry that President
Nixon can't be with us
tonight," the Democratic nominee said. "But I'm sure that
somewhere, somehow he's listening in."
Earlier in the day, the White
House said Nixon plans to motorcade through 14 towns in the
industrial heartland of northern
Ohio on Oct. 28.
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler also disclosed the President will make two paid political broadcasts on network radio this weekend. On Saturday,
the first address will focus on
"his point of view of leadership
in democracy," and on Sunday,
the other will center on Veterans Day.
The President was flying to
Philadelphia today to sign the
$30.2-billion revenue-sharing
bill, which will send federal
funds to states, cities and other
communities over the next five
years.
The Philadelphia trip, Ziegler
said, is nonpolitical. The White
House invited about 200
guests—governors, mayors and
congressmen—to attend the
signing in Independence Hall.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Nixon campaigned in Detroit. She attended the dedication of the Michigan Cancer Foundation's new
research center
$5-million
Thursday and said "the present
administration in Washington
has launched an all-out war on
cancer."
On another front, Republicans claimed that Democrats
were behind some of the politi-

cal espionage and sabotage that
the Nixon campaign has beer
accused of working among
Democratic presidential con.
tenders.
Kirby Jones, McGovern's
deputy press secretary, said
MacGregor's statement was
"yet another attempt to construct a smokescreen to hide
the serious assault he and his
hirelings have mabe on the
American political system."
In another development, the
Democratic vice-presidential
candidate, Sargent Shriver,
said that the Democratic presidential campaign is in the
black financially and will be
that way until election day.
Striver said in Chicago that
"a miracle in modern campaign financing" was achieved
largely through the help of 850,000 contributors giving less
than 8100 each.
More than $22 million will
have been contributed by Nov.
7, Shriver said.

Prisoners Swapped
By State Prisons
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary has received four
inmates from Missouri prisons
in return for the four Kentucky
prisoners shipped to Missouri
last month.
The exchange conies under-4n
agreement on prisoner swaPping in an effort to break up
power structures within

prisons.
Supt. Henry Cowan of Kentucky State Penitentiary said
Thursday that the four Missouri
inmates, who were not identified, are undergoing an orientation period after which they
will be permitted to mingle
with other prisoners and take
part in the overall prison program.
Kentucky Corrections Commissioner Charles Holmes said
he has detected a "lessening of
tension" among Eddyville inmates since the four prisoners
were removed to Missouri. He
said he believed the exchange
program was largely responsible,.
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Herndon Home Scene Miss Helen Jane Vowels Becomes Bride Of
Of October Meet
Dale Parker In Lovely Ceremony At The
New Concord Club
Mrs. Thomas Herndon opened Holy Name Catholic Church In Henderson
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Csaisandadt__
Saturday, October 21
Couples Bridge will be at the
Oaks Country Club at 7:30 p.m.
with Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Burkeen, 753-8461, as hosts.
Reservations should be made
by Friday.
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Look out below!
It's raining fishes
DEAR ABBY: Have you ever heard of a fish falling
from the sky?
My husband is serious about the fact that once when it
was raining, he saw a small fish coming down with the
rain!
When I laughed at him, he explained that the sun had
picked up the egg from the stream, and it hatched in the
sky, so when it rained, a live fish came down.
I think this is ridiculous and that my hukand needs
help. I'd like to hear from you. WONDERING IN KANSAS
DEAR KANSAS: Your husband's story sounds fishy to
me. Are there any piseicultarists out there wbo can reel In
the answer to this? I seem to have heard this Belisle
before.
DEAR ABBY: In reply to "Little Old Lady Baby
Sitter" who thinks baby sitters should form a union because
they are underpaid and overworked:
If they feel abused, all they have to do is refuse to sit
for the abusive parties. I think we parents should form a
union. We pay a sitter 75 cents an hour to do nothing but
sit. Our baby is asleep when she gets here, and all our
sitter has to do is watch TV, snack, and talk on the telephone, which is the reason our line is always busy when
we call home to see if everything is all right.
About snacking: we have had sitters consume five and
six bottles of soft drinks in one evening, and clean out a
filled cookie jar to boot. We shouldlurn in a bill for what
they eat above and beyond what we think is normal.
ABUSED PARENT
DEAR PARENT: Turn about is fair play. If you feel
abused by your sitter, get another sitter. But wouldn't it
make more sense for parents and sitters to air their gripes
to each other and lay down some ground rules?
DEAR ABBY: Someone asked if honesty paid. Let me
•tell rey story:
On a beautiful StInhy 'afternoon, I -took my wife and
children to lunch in the country. En route home I had to
make a phone call so I stopped at a gasoline station,
opened the telephone book and found a coin purse with
about $300 in it. No identification—no nothing. I was on my
way to turn it in to the service station attendant when a
woman drove up and asked if anyone had seen her coin
purse. I immediately handed it to her. She had just cashed
a check and was en route to the airport to visit a sick
relative. She wanted to give me a reward. I said, "No,
thank you. A person doesn't need a reward for being honest."
I hope my children remember this episode.
RON PELL, RIVERSIDE, CAL.

Sot. & Sun.

DEAR ABBY: I got a kick out of "No Gambler"—the
gal who went to the races with a guy who gave her $2 to
bet a horse. Her horse came in and paid $70, she offered
the guy half, and he said if she didn't give him the whole
$70 he wouldn't take her home, so she kept the $70 and she
took a bus.
You told her she was better at picking horses than
people and to stick with whole horses. Well, listen to this:
I took a gal to the races and gave her $10. She picked a
long shot and won 3660. She thanked me for the thrill of
winning and shoved the $660 in my pocket. I tried to stick it
in her purse but there was no way she would keep a dime.
- -With the world so full of grabby broads you can imaghie how big a hit dui kid made tth the. t-Yoost
her $3,000 in perfume and jewelry. In fact, if I wasn't
already married, I'd have asked her to marry me.
FREDDY

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Crp
--eii'f2:01:rictri.
--tilf--6-00
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Pierced .earrings are for
fashion success. In gold, silver,
white, in classic and high
fashion designs. the Monet
earrings for pierced ears are
said by the manufacturer to be
the most comfortable of all.
They have specially tapered
posts, easy-to-put-on clutches
and ear-wires that close with
the press of a finger.
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The Adventures of

I:40 p.m.

The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its monthly meeting on Wednesday, October 18, at eightthirty o'clock in the morning in
the school cafeteria with
Theresa Rudolph, president,
presiding.
Special entertainment was
presented by Wendy Williams
and Vicki Pat Lamb who sang
the song, "Just As I Am."
Suzette Hughes was in charge
of the program. Terri Sills and
Juana Stockdale presented a
skit about degrees.
Janey Kelso, Malinda Taylor,
and Suzette Hughes gave
reports on the state FHA
meeting held at Murray State
University. Miss Kelso also
reported on the national FHA
meeting she attended in Los
Angeles, California. She was
chosen as the girl to represent
the Kentucky FHA in the elect
on of national FHA officers.
Alene Paschall, secretary,
read the
minutes. The
treasurer's report was given by
Mary Beth Hays. The devotion
was given by June Murdock.
The 1972-73 handbooks were
given to the members. Each
officer explained what part of
the handbook that she was
responsible and what the part
meant. Announcements were
made and other business
discussed.
Margaret Greer and Janet
Byerly led in some recreation
and singing before the meeting
was adjourned with the closing
rituals.

Cholesterol Concern
A team of research investigators at the University
of Georgia recently uncovered
evidence that the type of saturated fatty acids which raise
blood cholesterol levels are not
Pearl ropes, silver or goldenfound in meat fat. They also
looking ropes. They're all good
report indications that one of for
the fall and winter fashion
the primary saturated fatty scene. hit
-ails
acids in meat fat actually lifestyle of todaysuited to thr
they go
lowers both blood cholesterol evetything from pantswith
to
levels and blood pressure.
uninhibited party clothes.

DEAR RON: They will now.

for Congress.
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The Executive Board of the
Kirksey
Parent-Teacher
Association met Wednesday,
October 18, at one-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Joe Thornton.
ting
illiteo
rde meeW
wath
ca
Eldleci
prM
esridsent,
order. Devotion was given by
Mrs. Earl Lamb reading from
Philippians 4:6, article - "Art of
Worrying" and "Serenity
Prayer."
Mrs. Bobby Locke, secretary,
read the minutes. Mrs. Billy
Bazzell, treasurer, gave the
financial report.
Johnny Bohannon, principal,
asked for volunteers of
husbands to be at the school
.Thursday night, Oct. 19, to
install the new stationary
bleachers. Also, mothers to
volunteer to paint them Monday, Oct. 23.
Mrs. Howard
Darnell,
chairman of the King and Queen
contest, showed the trophies
that will be presented to the
winners and runners up of the
contest at the Fall Festival.
The next meeting for the
executive board will be held on
Wednesday, November 22, at
1:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
James Miller.
Refreshments of assorted
cakes with punch or coffee were
served by Mrs. , Thornton to
Mesdames Willie, Locke,
Bazzell, Lamb, Darnell, Rudy
Lovett, Elvin Crouse, Jerry
Kirkland,Charles Duncan, Glen
Gibbs, Roy Clark, Jame Miller,
Johnny Ingram, and Mr.
Bohannon, principal.
A welcome was extended to
Mrs. Johnny Ingram, Kirksey
PTA, new College Cooperation
chairman.

../.; By Abigail Van Buren

Katterjohn

present

Chaptor Meet Held
By Calloway FHA

Thornton Home Is
Scene Of Meet Of
Kirksey PTA Board

CC;70101t41;att,

her home for the meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday, October 11, at one o'clock in the
afternoon with the president,
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
Ham Hock and White Bean
presiding.
supper will be served at the
The devotion was given by
Martin's
Chapel
United
Mrs. W. T. Kingins who read a
Methodist Church starting at
poem about the five senses of
5:30 p.m. The cost will be $1.25.
the body. The minutes and roll
Hotdogs will be fifty cents. An
call were by Mrs. T. R. Edauction of homemade items will
wards with each member
also be held.
telling of a nice thing a neighbor
had done for her.
Sunday, October 22
The thought for the month
United Group of Clarksville,
was "Laughter is the shock
Tenn., will sing at the
absorber that eases the blow."
Wayman's Chapel A.M.E.
Landscape notes were read by
Church at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. I. B. Mayfield.
Miss Maude Nance present
Monday, Octobei 23
the major project lesson on
The Continuing Education '
"Folklore of Kentucky." She
program for community nurses
said the songs really tell a story
will be held in the Conference
and are a part of their tradition.
Room at the Murray-Calloway
The group also sang songs that
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
were also about Kentucky.
with Dr. J. R. Ross as speaker.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, county
extension agent in home
The The ta Department of
economics, operated the record
the Murray Woman's Club will
player.
meet at the the club house at.
The recreation was led by
7:30 r(.M. with Dr. James Byrn
Mrs. Rainey Lovins.
as speaker. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Herndon, assisted by
Mesdames John Mikulcik, N.T.
Mrs. H. A. Brantley, served
Beal, Rudolph Howard, and A.
refreshments of punch and cake
L. Hough.
to the fourteen members and
one visitor, Mrs. Wrather.
The Creative Arts DepartMr. and Mrs. Dale Parker
The next meeting will be a
ment of the Murray Woman's
luncheon and style review at
Miss Helen Jane Vowels, Craig Suiter of Murray, nephew Club will have its workshop
Lake Barkley State Park on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of the groom, Dickie Sims and meeting
at 9:30 a.m. at the club
Wednesday, November 8:at ten Douglas Vowels, 431 Cherry Keith Curd, both of Murray, and house
with Mesdames Thomas
a.m.
Ronnie
Phillips and Eddie, Brown, A.W. Russell, Robert
Street, Henderson, became the
, bride of Dale Parker of Hen- Brady, both of Henderson. They Hopkins, John R. Thompson,
derson,formerly of Murray,son were dressed in black tuxedoes and Albert Koertner as
of Mr'. and Mrs. Jame A. with pink ruffled shirts and -hostesses.
'Parker, 1629 Catalina Drive, ware pink rosebud boutonThe organizational meeting of
Murray, on Slinday, October 8. nieres.
Homemakers
The ushers were Landon the Calloway
The double ring ceremony
was read at three o'clock in the Overfield of Lexington and Chorus will be held af the
afternoon by Father Don Charlie Johnson of Henderson. Community Center on Ellis
Drive at ten a.m.
The Baptist Young Women of Vowells of Madison, Wisconsin,
The bride's mother wore a
the Cherry Corner Baptist brother of the bride, at the Holy royal blue double knit long
Recovery, Inc., group
Church met at the church on Name Catholic Church in sleeve dress with a blue and
October 4 at seven o'clock in the Henderson.
green double knit sleeveless therapy type meeting for people
with an emotional or nervous
evening with the new president,
coat to match. Her accessories
Bride's Dress
Patsy Nichols presiding.
The bride, given in marriage were dyed to match and she problem, will meet at the
Patty Simmons read the by her father, was radiant in a wore a white orchid corsage. Murray Mental Health Clinic,
calendar of prayer and Sheila formal gown of ivory wedding
Mrs. Parker, mother of the 702 West Main Street, at seven
Garrison led the group in peau de soie over laid with groom, chose to wear a melon p.m. All interested persons are
prayer. The Chairman of the mock silk. Venice lace trimmed colored coat and dress en- invited. For information call
Arthritis Drive-Coin Collectors' the bodice and the long sleeves semble of imported boule knit. 7534915.
Committee gave the group a
which ended in bridal points. Her accessories were dyed to
Tuesday, October 24
report on the success of their
Seed pearls and crystal droplets march and she wore a white
Senior Citizens will meet at
part in the Arthritis ,Drive.
accented the Venice lace. A full orchid corsage.
Tbe book "Europe-Call to Watteau train fell from the
Miss Tammy Parker and the Community Center on Ellis
Field" was selceted as me next shoulders and her veil was held Miss Kim Suiter, both of Drive to quilt and make articles
mission book study, and the in place by a petal cluster.
Murray, nieces of the groom, for the bazaar.
group decided to have 4...comHer bridal bouquet was a kept the register at the church.
bined book study with- the white rchid and a white rose They were dressed in long
The Baptist Young Women of
Baptist Women.
cascade with long streamers burgundy velvet dresses and the Sinking Spring
Baptist
As this is a start of a new tied in lovers knots.
wore white carnation corsages. Churh will have a get
acquainted tea in the fellowship
church year, the mission action
The matron of honor was
Reception
chairman -suggested _that__4134 Itirs„i_orttuth Williams, sister
Following the wedding the hall of the church at 7:36 p.m.
project for October be the of the bade
:Bet-ftirrntrgeter feeeption - was_las111.41,41. 114Y All young women, ages 19 to
recruiting of new members and was of pink organiza and Name Parrish Hall in Hen,
invited, F-or-inforniation r--call Della Boggess 753-6270 or
that each member order and burgundy velvet and she derson.
use the BYW Contempo carried one long stem pink rose.
The bride's table was in a Margo McIntosh 753-9748.
magazine.
The bridesmaids were Mrs. triangular shape with a silver
The program -Can You Af- Landon Overfield of Lexington, candelabrum with pink flowers
The Kirksey PTA will have its
ford to Marry Someone Outside Miss Margaret Whitmore, Miss and greenery. Pink candles annual "Back to School Night"
Your Faith?" was given by Anna Grace Buron, and Mrs. were on each of the tables. The at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
Drena Herndon followed by a Melton Adamson, all of Hen- three tiered wedding cake was
very interesting discussion by derson. Miss Kelly Vowels, also topped with a bride and groom
The
New
Providence
the group.
of Henderson, niece of the bride. statuette and decorated with
Homemakers Club will meet at
Those attending the meeting was junior bridesmaid. Their pink roses and greenery.
the home of Mrs. Anton Hernwere Virginia Herndon, Ola dresses were identical to the
Serving at the reception were don at
one p.m.
Mae Roberts, Ruby Van Dyke, matron of honor, and they all Mrs. Gene Parker of Murray,
Patty
Simmons,
Sheila carried long stem pink roses. sister-in-law of the groom. and
The Murray Quota Club will
Garrison, Martha Hendon, Dot
The flower girls were Jamie Mrs. James Suiter of Murray,
Barrow, Patsy Nichols, Martha Williams, niece of the bride, and sister of the groom. They wore meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
Gardner, Judy Henninger, Traci Parker of Murray, niece corsages of white carnations. noon.
Joyce Fox, Drenaa Herndon, of the groom. Their long dresses
After the reception the couple
The Panorama Birthday Club
and Anna Requarth, with the were of burgundy velvet left for a wedding trip to the
latter leading the closing trimmed in pink and white lace Great Smokey Mountains will meet at the home of Mrs.
William Moffett at ten a.m. to
prayer.
and they carried white baskets National Park with the bride
honor Mrs. Janice Boyd and
with white petals.
wearing a wine doubleknit hot
Mrs. Louise Short. All neighThe ring bearer was Brad
pants outfit with a stripped coat
borhood ladies are invited.
Vowels of Henderson, nephew of
to match and her orchid from
the bride. He wore a tuxedo with the bridal bouquet.
Wednesday. October 25
pink ruffled shirt to match the
Mr. and Mrs. Parker are now
Ladies day luncheon will be
attire of the groomsmen. The at home at Henderson where he
served at noon at the Murraygroom was dressed in a white is a state policeman and she is a
Calloway County Country Club
brocaded tuxedo with white secretar at Eaton's Co-op.
with Mesdames Haron West,
ruffled shirt trimmed in black
Rehearsal Dinner
Thomas Miller, James Biggs,
with a white rosebud boutonMr. and Mrs. James A.
Chester Thomas, Tremon
nieres.
Parker of Murray, parents of
McReynolds, Ronnie Hutson,
Gene Parker of Murray, the groom, entertained with a
Felix Dunn, L. D. Miller, and
brother of the groom, was the rehearsal dinner at the club
Vernon Cohoon as hostesses.
0,1v
best man.The groomsmen were house at 'Henderson on
Bridge will be held with Mrs.
Saturday evening, October 7.
Henry Holton and Mrs. Roy
Fifty persons were present.
Stewart as hostesses.
L
12 L
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.
The
Purchase
Area
Homemakers will meet at
Murray State University
auditorium at ten a.m.
SHELTON GIRL
The Senior Citizens will meet
Kimberly Jo is the name
1:00 'til 3:00 chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Michael at the Douglas Center at one
MGM
Shelton of Murray Route Seven p.m. A film will be shown.
All Seats 75'
for their baby girl, weighing
THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURES A BOY EVER HAD! eight pounds eight ounces, born Supply-Demand Seesaw
on itaonday, October 16, at 4:45
Economically speaking, liveMETRO GOLDWYN MAYER
SAMUEL GOLDWYN IRS
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway stock and
meat are among the
MARK TWAIN'S
County Hospital.
few remaining classic exThe new father is self em- amples of price elasticity as
ployed as a farmer.
a result of supply and deGrandparents ae Mr. and mand. Historically, livestock
Mrs. Holland Shelton of far- prices and wholesale-retail
mington and Mr. and Mrs. Glen meat prices go down after
ar
Rogers of Murray,Route Seven. going up. When on-the-hoof
114
41Great grandparents are Mts. prices decline (reflecting re10110.;*
411
•
Mavis McCamishbf Murray, tail prices) the producer real,Homer E._ McCamish of Chat- izes less profit, merely breaks
.
tanooga, Tenn., aria 'Mr. and even OPi-40-.1143314. instances,
Mrs.LB.Flood of Farmington. roes out of business, As a re-
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Bow Deer Hunt Opens in Lakeland
By Jerry Allen
The temperature read 62
degrees at 5 a.m. as I eased
through. the stop light in
downtown Murray.

"Hurnm. pretty warm for meet Charlie Thomas and Wally
deer hunting," I thought to Brines at Jenny Ridge in L.B.L.
myself as I slowed for the at 5:20". I kept thinking.
railroad tracks east of town.
I then stepped on the gas and
"Better rush up, I'm due to kept on having vision of the

deer in the area I'd scouted the
day before with my old friend
Charlie Thomas. We'd found
several good scrapes and a lot
of signs around a good field of
milo that was literally eaten to
the nubb by the deer in the area.
I'd been trying to decide all
night whether to hunt the ridge
above the field or the field's
edge, but at last I had the answer.
"Those deer will have to
move those ridges in order to
move in or out of the area," I
thought,
So if I positioned myself on
the narrowest place of the
ridge, I should be in position for
a shot.
Just about then I pulled in at
the Jenny Ridge campground
and there planning out their
morning hunt were other old
buddies of mine. Greg Mills,
Mike Smith, Jimmy Pate and
several other Murray hunteis
were gathered around anticipating the hunt.
"Hey!" says Mike Smith,
"Have ya got your deer all
staked out today?"
"Yes," I replied," I got him
tied by the leg if he hasn't hurt
himself tonighL I should get him
this morning."
Everyone got a good chuckle
out of our conversation then
Charlie and Wally pulled in.

began to pop down the side of Charlie. So I pulled out my ole
the ridge.
trusty deer tag and commenced
"Deer" I thought. Then I saw to lock it into place.
it—a large whitetail was
It wasn't long til Wally had
comming down the very trail done a fine job of field dressing
that I was sitting beside. "Wait and he'd cut a long pole to carry
now," I told myself silently, the deer out with. 'Which way
"And don't move a muslce til it do you want to go back to the
turns."
car?" said Charlie. "Well, let's
The deer kept on moving follow the ridge complex; I
toward me very slow, stopping believe it will be easier walking,
every now and then to munch said Wally.
-some acorns nibble on a choke
"Let's head to the car on the
cherry branch or to sniff the air. ridges," added Charlie. So we
The deer was suspicious, of were headed down the long
what I don't know.
ridge toward where we'd
Ifteemetiaa seam something parkes),the car.
was amiss. The whitetail kept
On the way we saw several
easing toward me and was squirrels scamper off and a
about 27 yards, I figured.
whitetail doe jumped from her
"Just turn broadside" I bed no 20 yards from us.
thought, "and ease between
But before too long we'd
those two trees into the clearing gotten to the car and were
and I'll get a shot."
completely tuckered out.
It did as if by cue and stood to
"We followed that deer an
sample a leaf.
hour and a half" said Wally
"It's now or never," I thought
"Yes," Charlie replied," and
as I raised the bow in con- it's been three hours since
we
fidence. Gingerly, I turned first started tracking her. What
sideways and started my full a long hawl, three miles is a
draw. "Aim for the heart or long enough distance to carry
lungs," I thought to myself as I anything, especially a deer on a
held my draw at full power.
pole."
•'Twang—swoosh!" The deer
After, we'd rested awhile we
jumped and the arrow shaft tied the deer to the small
sounded off, as it went to its Datsun I was driving and
mark.
headed to the deer pen at
The deer almost fell but Hematite Lake to meet with all
stumbled and ran limping down the other deer hunters for
"Ready 'to go?" asked the side of the ridge. I waited, swapping stories and a belly
then eased up to where I'd taken full of lunch for three pooped out
Charlie.
t
"Yep," I replied. "Let's go." the shot. I just knew I'd con- bow hunters.
Charlie Thomas proudly displays the fallow buck he took in the LBL last week during the bow
At that were off to our spot, nected but where was my.. ,.yter checking my ,deer
hunt.
just
brimming with an- arrow? It hadrt,3 been in the through the South check station,
deer when it took off.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
we saw that only one other deer
ticipation.
I knew it was going to need had been taken through out the
Shhhh.!"[said as leased the
- door shut on the Datsun," let's some help finding the deer, so I day so I was plenty tickled
hung my hat in a tree as a that I'd been so lucky.
be as quiet as we can."
Well, next day I was sitting on
We then walked around the marker and went to get Charlie.
Upon reaching Charlie's the couch writing this article
field to the spot Wally was to
hunt. After letting Wally off, stand, Hound that he'd missed when the phone rang. It was
Charlie and I headed up the a good opportunity at the deer Wally. -Hey come on over,"
ridge to where we were to I'd seen earlier that morning. said Wally, "Charlie's got a
"I know, I hit it Charlie," I fallow buck." At those few
position ourselves for a possible
said.
words I was headed to the car
shot.
"Did you find the arrow?" and then to Charlie's house
I'd decided to hunt from the
where I found Charlie and Wally
ground today so I sat beneath a Charlie asked.
"Not yet,- I replied.
with a super big grin. Ole lucky
large tree with a thick moss
padded base to wait out the
We went to the spot again and Charlie had scored.
"We almost didn't go this
darkness. Everything was looked for the arrow.
completely black so I checked
"There it is," Charlie said morning," said Charlie, "But
my watch dial. .
excitedly. "Gosh,look at all the we forced ourselves.
We got to the woods about
"Htunn,40 minutes til dawn:" blood. You've got a good hit.
I thought, so I lay back for a Let's get Wally and track, it daybreak and I positioned my
self about 50 yards from where
quick cat nap.
down."
I was awakened by a quick
It wasn't long until we were -Nash got your deer and Wally
curnching noise in the leaves. all back at the site once again was on down the ridge. I'd
"Sounds like deer," I thought. and I looked at my watch. "It's climbed up in this old tree stand
Then I saw their outline in the been 20 minutes since I shot. when I arrived and had waited
__usky dawn,. A- giant fallow Let's go, it must be down by out the dawn.
-At about 7:30, I heard
buck with-a iiiftir fallow s.
prancing along in front. 70-50-30
We thought we'd lost the trail' somethiitg- --in- =the--Mayes,
yards the doe came on.
so we decide since wounded comming toward me. Then
"Wait for the buck," I silently deer most time travel downhill about 50 yards away I saw it, a
told myself, as she pranced on we'd search for a blood trail on fallow buck. He kept easing up
the ridge and finally stopped
by. But it was a mistake; the big
the lower side of the ridge.
fallow and his queen both began
"Come here," we heard Wally about 25 yards away and looked
to move down hill, he was now holler. Look at all this blood, it's straight at me. I was about to
Wally Brines. left, Charlie Thomas,center, and Jerry Allen tracked this whitetail deer more than
about 60 yards away.
losing lots, looks like a heart or fall out of that tree when antwo miles before overtaking it in the Land Between the Lakes.
"To far" I thought. I just lung artery shot from the color ticipation, but I held on.
"When the buck tinally looked
won't take a shot at a deer with of the blood."
a bow over 35 yards, it's too
We spread out quickly and at the ground, I pulled to full
insecure. So again' I began like blood hounds on the trail we draw and loosed an arrow'. The
another wait.
followed the wounded deer, with buck grunted and bounced over
I had all but recovered from sometimes only a speck of blood the ridge. I'd hoped 1 hadn't
my heart-pounding experience the size of a pin head to guide missed him but I didn't know for
sure, so I hung tight in the
of seeing the buck when once us.
again I heard something
I'll have to admit this was the stand.
"I was about to get down to
rustling in the leaves. Then four best job of tracking a wounded
fallow doe materialized about 40 deer that I've ever been a party look for the deer when I heard
yards to my right.
to. We found several places Wally call, "You got him
"They must have collie right where the deer had stopped to Charlie', so I jumped down and
by Charlie," I thought to lay down, but we kept on it's ran to the downed deer. Wally
myself. I eased into kneeling trail because we knew the deer and Ike Nelson had heard the
position and began a full draw would probably go down any deer and had eased up to it and
then finished it off for me. It
on one of the larger doe's. But time now..
-"Look,
-Look, what a
just then all four deer headed
scrape" was a lung shot and the deer
down the side of the ridge just said Charlie, as he got side hadn't run but about 80 yards
out of bow range.
tracked a few minutes.
from where I shot him," Charlie
"Shucks," I thought as I
It had to be the biggest scrape added.
So after all was said and done,
eased my bow back ., to rest we'd ever seen. But then we
position.
resumed the trail finding only a we all three agreed that -our
weekend bow hunt in Land
"I better lake the next deer or speck of blood at times.
I'll end up deerless today," I
"Looks like we may loose this Between The Lakes had
definitely been an experience of
thought to myself.
deer," I said.
Then again I heard crunch!
"Nope, we'll get it," Wally a lifetime. For it's not every day
crunch! crunch! crunch! The said, "It's just a matter of You get a deer with a bow; just
definite sound of deer chewing time." Then we lost the trail. these last two.
up acorns. But I was out of
"Spread out and search for
position now, I had laid down on signs again." said Charlie.
the mossey ground for a few
"Be quiet", I said, "I just
minutes rest.
heard a loud crash."
Then I saw them to my right,
Just then I jumped atop a
two whitetail doe. I eased my large log and looked in every
bow up , full draw.
direction.
KENTUCKY — Black bass
. "Swoosh- released the arrow.
"There's the deer" I vcry good in mid
section on
"Clank-clank", thud." the hollered," just deader then surface, medium
and deep runarrow had hurried into a small heck."
ners along stump beds; crappie
tree and then broken.
And sure enough not 80 yards good on minnows along
chanMeanwhile the frightened away belled up against a tree nels and drop-offs; below dam,
deer were running like crazy was my deer. "Ease up to it,"I catfish good
on cut bait; clear,
down the side of the ridge. I said, "it still may be alive."
stable and 66.
quietly eased over to dig my
But as we all eased upwith
broadhead from the tree and' arrow nocked we could see that
BARKLEY — Crappie good
silently cursed under my breath the deer was dead.
on minnows along stump beds;
for letting my guard down, but
"That must have been this black bass fair on medium and
I'd be ready next time. I deer you heard crash," said deep runners; below dam, catdecided to move about 20 yards- Wally.
fish good on cut bait; clear,
to-a large dead stump I'd seen
"Yes, 1'1 bet it was," I stable and 65.
before because I figured it must replied.
"Well, who's gonna field
CUMBERLAND — Black
be a little closer to the main
...cress this deer," asked Charlie. bass good on small crawfish
at4-ahst-surface..
Whltr,
_Ed been sitting in a low "Ifr -furtime fierh-he had the- bi.g srappje_good on minnows over
Larry Lockhartt took his limit of scparrels near the
aveir tasfirr-made-44w4intil-an....4.0infors„hte
:Itnifirbe•-•-waa
submerged cover; GeToiv—dt
Friday,making good use of the FDEA holiday,and no school.
. stump abut )5 minutes when
'
, action.
Wittistreq-,_
"curnch-crunch!" dry leaves
Staff Photo by David Hill
"Better tag your deer," says ing and 69.
A**

MOGO OIL
One Mile North Of Murray On The Benton
1-1w!,

WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIR OF
VOLKSWAGENS
.Diesel Repairman On Duty Every Day
You Tear 'Ern Up and Well Fix 'Em!
Cheaper Than Anybody Else!
Phone 753-9064
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Sports
In Brie
By THE ASSOCIATE
BASKETBA
CHICAGO—The
Bulls have traded
McIntosh, their No. 1 .
last year, to the Sea
Sonics for Garfield H
the Sonics' No. 3 cho'
1973 National Basket.
ciation draft.
CLEVELAND—Le
kens, traded by the
perSonics to Clevelan
has finally agreed to
the Cavaliers.
BOSTON—The
Braves, down 43 is
three periods, ran
Celtics for a 58-po
quarter before bow'
The 58 points estab
tional Basketball
record, breaking th
mark of 54 set in P
the Celtics and
Hawks.
GOLF
NAPA,Calif.—.
birdied six of the
holes and Swept
stroke lead in the ;
of the $150,000 K.
national Open To
PINEHURST,N.I
letta shot a five-un.
pace for a share
with Randy Quick,
and Don Massengsecond round of
PGA Chub Profe pionship.
BUENOS AIR
States team put
rally and, led b
shaw's 69, pull:
strokes of Austral
rounds of the Ei•
Amateur Four
Championship.
HOCK
TORONTO—Ha
president of Ma.
dens and a gove
tional Hockey Le.
sentenced to
prison for fraud
QUEBEC—Ma
Richard has resi
of the Quebec N.
new World Hock
BOX I
PHILADELP
zier has signed
defend his worl
championship •
Foreman next
maica, West
manager, Yan
announced.
BASE
BALTIMORF
ney Samuel Gr.
has asked for
Commissioner
week to discu
between 11
umpires and a
gambling char

PAUL'S TAXIDERMY
SPECIALIZING IN BASS
Rt. 6, In-in Cobb Rd
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 1502) 753-8073
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WARD - ELKINS
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4.111

Our.New_GunPepartmen
Is Now Open! All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Cypress Bay
Resort
Jack Jones-owner

Route 2
Ruchaitnan. Tenn.,

Phone 901-247-3315

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!
Modern
Cottages

Pontoon Boats
House Boat Rentals

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS 1IRJR
It
te
MAJOR BUSINESS"
(:ail Any Time

753-1933
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By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf W
NAPA, Calif. (AP) —
head was up and a broad
creased the face as Ai
Palmer savored the five-th
par 67 that gave him a
stroke lead midway throu
;150,000 Kaiser Interna
Open golf tournament.
"I can't remember w,
putted that well," the 4
old said Friday after he •
the back nine at the Silv
Country Club course an.
only 11 strokes on the
with an old putter he dug
his workshop in the
Highlands of Western 13:
vania.
Palmer posted a 36 ho
of 133, 11 under par.
Canadian George
drifted back to second w'
for 135.
Bud Allin quietly slip.
third place with his •
to be three back at 136.
Billy Casper, figh ,
slump that has plagu
since he won this title
ago, blazed. in with a
was tied at 137 wi
Jones, Jim Colbert, .1'
riell and Bobby Mitch

rtilizer
T•ur Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W Railroad Avenue

MM4ORIZI0 DEAL/EP

4116`

11.11 CHRYSLER

"LESS

TAYLOR
MOTORS
etli & POPLAR

_

`.!WE.ST ILF.24TUCILIt'S

Katt

_ raioarouTA.TioN, cznfix,-

room! 7113-12Tt
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Palmer Leads Kaiser
Open By Two Strokes

av

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
NAPA, Calif. (AP) - His
head was up and a broad smile
creased the face as Arnold
Palmer savored the five-underpar 67 that gave him a twostroke lead midway through the
$150,000 Kaiser International
Open golf tournament.
"I can't remember when I
putted that well, the 43-yearold said Friday after he played
the back nine at the Silverado
Country Club course and used
only 11 strokes on the greens
with an old putter he dug out of
his workshop in the Laurel
Highlands of Western Pennsylvania.
Palmer posted a 36 hole total
of 133, 11 under par.
Canadian George Knudson
drifted back to second with a 69
for 135,
Bud Allin quietly slipped into
third place with his second 68
to be three back at 136.
Billy Casper, fighting a
slump that has plagued him
since he won this title a year
ago, blazed. in with a 66 and
was tied at 137 with Grier
Jones, Jim Colbert, Jim Ferrell and Bobby Mitchell. Col-

bert matched Casper's 66 as
the best round of the day. Ferrell had a 68, Mitchell 69 and
Jones 70.
Jack Nicklaus scrambled
around with a 71, including four
bogeys.
Lee Trevino, the British Open
title-holder, and South African
Gary Player, the PGA champion, aren't competing.
It took a score of 146 or better to make the cut for the final
two rounds. Among the casualties were former Kaiser
champ Kermit Zarley, Deane
Beman and big George Archer,
winner of two titles and some,
$140,000 already this season.

Celtics Win Game But
Braves Set New Record

SATURDAY-OCTOBER 21, 1972

Reds Win Fifth Game 5-4;
Oakland Leads Series 3-2

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Morgan walked with two out and third with one out on a
Associated Press Sports Writer life again--and the partisan
crowd quieted down-when the in the fifth inning and came all walk to Tenace and a pinch-hit
CINCINNATI(AP)-A baseball game in bright sunshine National League champions cut the way home after getting a single by Dave Dunce. Bert
can really open your eyes. Look the Oakland lead to 3-2 on big jump when Tolan drilled a Carnpaneris lifted a dying fly in
what it did for Bobby Tolan Menke's home run down the line-drive single to right-center. foul territory along the first
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS New York 130-120, Utah topped
Morgan's speed also paid off base line that Morgan gloved.
and the rest of the Cincinnati left field line.
The Boston Celtics won three Carolina 127-111, Indiana nipped
Gonzalo Marquez, who tied a again in the eighth when he
But John "Blue Moon"
Reds.
quarters and they won the Denver 119-116 and San Diego
World Series record for pinch walked, stole second and Odom, running for Tenace at
Toler)
drove
in
two
runs
to
game but the Buffalo Braves crushed Memphis 132-107.
help the Reds beat the Oakland hits with three, gave the home roared home to tie the contest third, sensed a chance to score.
won the final period in record
team a 4-2 edge with a runscor- 4-4 on Tolan's base hit.
Walt Frazier hit for 33 Points As 5-4 in the fifth
He raced home, but was cut
game of the
and had sevee assists for New
fashion.
After Rose knocked in the down on Morgan's peg to catchWorld Series Friday at Oak- ing single in the fourth.
The Celtics, 5-0 in the young York to keep Cleveland without
Joe Morgan, Tolan and Rose- winning run in the ninth inning, er Johnny Bench for
a double
land.
National Basketball Association an NBA victory this season.
three
players who hadn't done it was Morgan's arm-not his play that ended it, although
The Reds, who had trouble
season, nearly ran the Braves The game was tied 48-48 at the
hitting in the twilight in two much in this series-then legs-that saved the game for Morgan slipped on the heavy
off the court for three garters, half before the Knicks got a 72proved the undoing of the Cincinnati.
turf just before making the
previous games at Oakland, cut
running up a lead of 43 points. 69 edge after three periods.
American
League champions.
The A's had runners on first throw.
the A's margin in the series to
The Braves came back, how- Rick Robertson had 17 points
3-2. Today it's game No. 6 at
ever, in the fourth period to hid 17 rebounds for the CavCincinnati.
score 58 points and establish a aliers.
Friday, the Reds' Pete Rose
league record for points in a
Bob Dandridge led Mil- hit Jim "Catfish" Hunter's
first
single period.
waukee with 27 points and Dick pitch for a home run
and Denis
At the buzzer the Celtics Cunningham, subbing for ailing Menke drilled another one into
were still on top 126-118 and all Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, hit a ca- the seats three innings later.
By THE ASSOCIATED
the Braves' shotgun scoring reer-high 19. Oscar R9bertson
The homers were the first for
PRESS
had accomplished was to make tallied 22 points for the Bucks Cincinnati in this series.
By BRUCE uownT
leans at San Francisco, Phila- same kind of success in place
Friday's Games
while Curtis Rowe had 21 for the
the final score respectable.
Hunter had a 4-2 lead going Associated Press Sports Writer delphia at Kansas City and
of Bob Griese, who may miss'
Lex. Tates Creek 41, Warren
Pistons.
John Sandusky couldn't have Cleveland at Houston. On Mon- the rest of
into the fifth inning, but had to
Dave C,owens led the Celtics
the season with a
Central 6
Houston
pulled
out
its
victory
chosen
a more opportune-or, day night, Minnesota is at Chi- fractured leg and dislocated
leave after Tolan knocked in
- Owensboro Catholic 39, Da- with 24 points and 15 rebounds despite 39 points from Atlanta's
the Reds' third run with a perhaps, inopportune-time to cago.
while forward Paul Silas had 16
ankle. If Morrell can do the
viess Co. 0
Pete Maravich. Jimmy Walker single. Rollie Fingers,
who has make his debut as the head
points
Dallas and Washington will
and
17
rebounds.
job, the unbeaten Dolphins will
Pikeville 74, Mullins 0
scored 27 points to lead the pitched in every series
coach
of Baltimore's staggering probably be going neck and
game
Randy Smith paced the Bufextend their winning streak to
Temple Hill 26, Gamaliel 14
Rockets.
thus far, shut off the Reds' Colts.
falo attack with 27 points, 21 ef
neck for the rest of the season
games.
six
Westport 7, Ballard 0
Jeff Mullins and Rick Barry threat then but later gave up
Sandusky was a defensive in the quest for the National
those coming in the last period.
The Pack is definitely backButler 20, Seneca 0
led
Golden
State
with
28
and
20
the tying run on another base coach under Don McCafferty Conference East title but some- and atop the NFC's Central DiThe previous one-quarter
Park City 27, Greensburg 0
high in the NBA was 54 by the points, respectively. Spencer hit by Tolan in the eighth and before the Colts, with only one body's going to get a leg up in
vision. But to stay where they
Caldwell Co. 24, Lone Oak 6
Celtics against San Diego on Haywood led the Sonics with 22 the winning run on Rose's victory in five games this Na- the race this week. The teams are, they'll have to knock off
Hopkinsville 20, Murray 7
points.
tional Football League season, are tied at 4-1.
single in the ninth.
Feb. 25, 1970.
an Atlanta squad with the conOhio Co. 36, Apollo 6
Starting forwards Happy
Rose had delivered only one fired McCafferty.
Dallas, which has won six of ference's No. 2 passer in Bob
In other NBA games, New Hairston and Jim McMillian
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Allen Co. 53, Campbellsville
So
on
Sunday,
Sandusky
its last seven games against Berry and its No. 3 and 4 rushYork beat Cleveland 92-89, Mil- each talliett 20 points for Los hit in 15 at-bats before going 3BASKETBALL
12
for-5 Friday. He also had a takes his team into,New York's the Redskins, hasn't allowed a
ers in Art Malone and Dave
CHICAGO-The
Cumberland Co. 24 Adiar Co. waukee stopped Detroit 109-86, Angeles, which had feven play- single
Chicago
Shea Stadium to face the Jets, score in the last six quarters. Hampton.
in the third inning.
Houston whipped Atlanta ers in double figuteg.
Bulls have traded Kennedy 6
It was
a
team
which
blasted
the Balti- Washington hasn't allowed a
The Reds appeared on the
The cellar of the AFC Central
120108, Golden State topped Portland's llth straight loss
McIntosh, their No. 1 draft pick
Fairdale 14, Southern 0
to brink of elimination after Gene more defense for 573 yards en touchdown in its last eight
Division is at stake in Houston,
last year, to the Seattle SuperFairfield(Ohio) 14, Covington Seattle 101-92 and Los Angeles the Lakers, a team it has never Tenace's
three-run homer in route to a 44-34 victory a month quarters.
where the Oilers hope to haul
beat Portland 126-104. ;
Sonics for Garfield Heard and Catholic 0
beaten. Rick Adelman and the second inning gave the A's ago.
The Bengals-Rams game fea- themselves even with CleveIn American Basketball Asso- Terry Dischinger led the Blazthe Sonics' No. 3 choice in the
Metcalfe Co. 44, Edmonson
Baltimore, one of the best in tures another battle of division- land's slumping Browns.
a 3-1 lead.
ciation action, Virginia downed ers with 16 points each.
1973 National Basketball Asso- Co. 0
The capacityocrowd of 49,410 the league in team defense last al leaders. Cincinnati, with a 4ciation draft.
Newport Catholic 25, Boone
gave Tenace a standing ovation season, is struggling along in I mark, leads the American
CLEVELAND-Lenny
Wil- Co. 19
as he crossed home plate, cour- 19th place among the 26 teams Conference's Central loop while
kens, traded by the Seattle SuTrimble Co. ./A Ludlow 6
tesy of Cincinnati starter Jim this year.
Los Angeles, at 3-1-1, is atop
perSonics to Cleveland Aug. 23,
Huntington (W.Va.) 19, AshMarty Dombres takes over the NFC West. And each squad
McGlothlin. Mike Epstein walhas finally agreed to report to land 6
ked and George Hendrick sin- from veteran John Unitas at is going for its third victory in
the Cavaliers.
Highlands 49, Simon Kenton 0
%Imps' bin-ply belted lire
gled prior to the wallop, quarterback for the Colts.
a row.
BOSTON-The
Buffalo
C71-13
Russell 31, Raceland 6
Sunday's other NF'1, games
Tenace's
tobstess
fourth
of
the
series.
reawakenin
The
Bills,
g
who
20
Braves, down 43 points after
32 07
Lex. Henry Clay 30, Coy.
Only four others players in have Dallas at Washington, shook up Oakland last Sunday
F. • To.
three periods, ran the Boston Holmes 21
seeekd
Cincinnati
at
Los
Angeles,
history
Bufhave
belted four in a
before the Raiders came on to
Celtics for a 58-point fourth
Lou. Bishop David 9, Eliza- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS season. However, he has been World Series-Babe
tire prices start os low os S10.40 ea.
.Ruth, Lou falo at Miami, Denver at Oak- win with a strong second half,
quarter before bowing 126-118. bethtown 0
forbidden to play in the NBA
plus $1.61 Fed. Ex. Tax for Sears
land,
Atlanta
vs.
Green
Gehrig,
Bay
Duke
at
Snider
and
Hank
give
will
Miami's
Earl
*XVIII
Julius Erving's back and the by a federal court, pending ajuThe 58 points established a Na1-PLY CRUSADER ;n 6.00-13 size.
11*Kell 33, Maysville 6
Bauer. No player has hit five Milwaukee, San Diego at De- his first full-game test. Morrell,
tional Basketball Association
Williamstown 29, Lynn Camp Virginia Squires are back in dicial decision on a suit filed by homers in a
troit,
St.
Louis
against the Gi- who was so successful in taking
series.
business in the American Bas- the Squires.
Sea
rS1 Catalog Sales Office
record, breaking the previous 28
Murray, Ky
The Reds' dugout came to ants in New York, New Eng- over for Unitas when he was at
mark of 54 set in 1970 by both
Erving hit only 8-for-21 field
Fern Creek 6, jeffersontown ketball Association.
Soufhside Shopping Center
land at Pittsburgh, New Or- Baltimore, hopes to have the
Erving made his first appear- goal attempts but was 10-for-I0
the Celtics and the Atlanta
Game 5 Box Score
Hawks.
Pleasure Ridge Park 14, Wes- ance of the season with the from the free throw stripe in 30
Squires Friday night and was minutes.
GOLF
tern 14( tie)
CINCINNATI
instrumental in their first victoNAPA,Calif.-Arnold Palmer
Jim Eakins of the Squires
Trinity 22, Manual 6
ab r h bi
ry
after
four
straight
setbacks.
birdied sill of the last seven
shared scoring honors with Er- Rose If
Erlanger Lloyd 21, Conner 13
5
1 3 2
Virginia whipped the New York ving, collecting 26 points. Brian
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Another View

BEAR BRAND 55 lb. Kodak ADAMS HARD surfaced plow CARPORT SALE, Leaving town,
Special hunting bow, complete points. Also regular plow points, must sell stereo component
with arrows, extra hunter points to fit most Mows. Chisel plow system, sewing machine, dining
and leather quiver. Just like new, points, cultivator shovels and room set, stove, desk, tools,
never been used. Phone 753-8609 sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753- fishing equipment and many
after 6:00 p.m.
024C 4892.
ITC other items too numerous too
mention. Friday and Saturday,
all day, 1605 Catalina Drive. For
further information phone 753021C
9445.

THREE BEIJISOMOW01444>entral heat and air, shady
lot.
NEAR SENIOR CITIZENS COMMUNITY CENTER - two
bedrooms, newly decorated
REDUCED
Under $8,500.

HOLSTEIN CALVES
_ BULLS or HEIFERS

160 ACRE FARM - year round water - three bedrooms.
BABY FARM 20 acres, pond, nice building site. Price includes
new mobile home.

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information .

LAKE PROPERTY - two bedrooms, living room with fireplace,
large carport.
FOUR BEDROOMS - large kitchen, family room, 14 acre lot,
TRANSFERRABLE LOAN.

N.!tione 489-2161

THREE BEDROOMS, 11,2 baths, mobile home 12'x70'. Price
includes two lots.

NOTICE

10-21 sr-es

ONE ACRE LOT - two bedroom mobile home.

INirt Off -AM AIM. reerr.d
0 1972 cr, untlea Febton SmIlka0, 140

:0*•

N(
After 5:00 p.m.,\
750 TRIUMPH motorcycle, 1970
model. Good condition. 15,000
miles. $1,150.00, or best offer.
024P
Phone 753-9656.

A

Trn Reg U

WE HAVE BUYERS - YOU HAVE PROPERTY - LIST WITH US

FOR SALE

a

Call

ly

Cl

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, fireplace in family room, carpeted throughout, central heat and air, shady lot, near Murray
High. OWNER WILL TRADE.

LoLo

'3

753-1916
1_3 cm
Lo
FOR SALE
REFRIGERATOR WITH ice
maker. Like new. One Hotpoint
washer, less than one year old,
needs minor repairs. One per
table Panosonic• TV. Good condition. Phone 753-6200.
023C

FRENCH HORN, model 60
Doable Conn. Excellent condition. Case like new. Price
$220.00. Good for beginners or
concert band. Phone 753-4720
BEAGLE DOGS, running dogs after 5:00 p.m.
023P
and gun dogs. Nights phone 7532274, afternoons, 753-3151. 023P PORTABLE ELECTRIC heater,
4,000 watts, 220 volts. Used one
5 HP QUINCY Air Compressor, year. Price $25.00. Phone 753-4720
like new, Brent Adams Body after 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Shop. 202 E. Main Street.
023P
023C Friday.

1972 MOBILE HOME, quality
make,2"x4" construction, double
insulation, large expando, large
porch, carpeted, air conditioned,
underpenned, tornado hold
downs. Completely set up. In
excellent condition. $7,800.00.
Phone 753-3966,
021C

450 HONDA. Any offer considered. Must sell, going overseas. Phone 753-4862.
023?
HAMMOND CONSOLE. Full
pedalboard, Drawbar, Hammond
Console. Under warranty. Will
sacrifice. Phone
745-6195,
Mounds,Illinois.
027C

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to take this means to
thank our many relatives, MOTORCYCLE, 1972-650
friends, and neighbors for their Yamaha, 3,100 miles. Excellent
JOHN DEERE one row corn
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
every kindness and sympathy condition. $995.00. Phone Paris,
picker, in good condition, $250.00.
shown us during the passing of Tenn. 1-901-642-4082.
021P Phone 489-2646 after 4:00
our loved one, Fred Suiter.
TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms each
023C
p.m.
Hale's Trailer Court. $85.00 per side. Both available imEspecially do we thank every ANTIQUE PIANO, also two
one for the food, cards, and Siamese kittens, 10 weeks
month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at mediately, located 1214 Peggy
old, TRAILERS: SEE Brandon Dill
IGA, Northside or Hale's Trailer Ann Drive. Built-in stove and
flowers,
thanks to Drs. full blooded Seal Point. Phone
after 4:30 p.m. Located at
031P dishwasher and hookup for J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and Hal Houston, Ross, and Jackson Daythel Turley 753-9973.
Court.
023C Murray Drive In Theatre enand
to
the
nurses on 3rd floor and
washer and dryer. Phone 753-3567 Charles Aldridge managers.
trance. No phone calls
12'x60' MOBILE home, three after 5:00 p.m, or all day Opening Friday, September 22. the nurses from the Cardiac Unit, NO regret, the best yet; Blue
please.
023C
the
miles from Murray on Highway weekends.
Max
Speclializes
Mercedes
Funeral
in
Benz,
Churchill
Home
021C
carpets
cleans
Lustre
Toyota and Volvo. Also car air and to Rev. Terry Sills and John beautifully. Rent
280, one mile off Highway 94
electric SPINET-CONSOLE Piano.
Do you own any of the property described above? Give us a call East. Completely Surnished, THREE ROOM apartment on conditioning and road service. Pippin. Also the singers from shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire Wanted responsible party to take
carpeted, washer, and dryer, air South 16th Street, two blocks 437-9594,Hardin, Ky.- October 21C Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
WE HAVE BUYERS!!
Shopping Center.
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
God bless each one of you who
conditioned. Gas heat, on large from MSU. $65.00 per month.
Can be seen locally. Write Credit •
lot. Phone 753-5038.
024C Phone 753-4342 or 7534910 after '..MALLWORLD LECTRONICS helped to make our burden BALED HAY.Phone 753Manager, P.O. Box
276,
4th
753-6091
307
N.
lighter.
5:00 p.m.
021C
5351.
023P Shelbyville. Indiana 46176. 02113
TELEVISION,
RADIO,
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
Wife, children, Grandchildren
SMALL APPLIANCE
color TV,air conditioned, electric FURNISHED HOUSE for college
and great Grandchildren.
1TP
SALES IL SERVICE
Seat. $100.00 per month, deposit girls, one block from University. SPECIALIZING IN CS & CAR
required. Phone 753-7358.
I wish to express my deep
TFC Available November 1. Phone RA•I0 REPAIR
202 So. 4th
Phone 753-3263
appreciation and thanks for the
753-4974.
TFC
Like Never Before In Murray!!
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
City of Murray property taxes many kindnesses extended to me
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
due.
A
are,
ten
:10:
TWO
per
cent
BEDROOM
air
conditioned
air
Lake, Two bedrooms,
conwhile I was a patient at the Fort
ditioned, completely furnished. trailer, one mile from Murray. penalty will be added to all un- Campbell hospital. Your mansr
Home Phone
Will rent by week or month. $85.00 per month. Water fur- paid tax bills November I. Oc- thoughts and deeds have helped
tober 31 is the last day to avoid me immensely in my illness and
TFC nished. Phone Cadiz 522Phone 436-2284.
•. Sales Personnel:
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
•
6332.
023C the penalty. Taxes are payable at the months of being confined to
the
the
City
office
Clerk
of
in
the
my
home
and
the
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
hospital.
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Phone 753-5311.
025C SMALL FOUR room house with City Hall Building. The Clerk's Mrs. James R. , (Helen)
office
is
Saturday
open
Exclusive Distributors
each
in
bath,
electric
garden
stove.
With
Bill Adams 753-5657
Hargrove.
1TP
October from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00
privileges
if
desired.
Hazel
On
THREE BEDROOM house,
Don Nanney 753-9912
Noon.
030C
4
central heat and air, built-ins, Highway,' by Nesbitt Fabric
AUTOS FOR SALE
Shop, 4 miles from Murray.
.4
5
1609
brive.
Catalina
Available
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
4
HELP WANTED
1966 CADILLAC Coup DeVille, all
TFC
November 1. $125.00. For in- Phone 492-8356.
4
• 'Wild
INDUSTRIAL
power, nice. Priced to sell. Phone
ENGINEER. I ACRE FARM with 5 room formation phone 753-7293. 026C
4
Raspberry`
4
Light metal fabricator of conFURNISHED
75341905,
p.m.
after
5:00
TWO
023C
bedroom
Corner 6th &Main
brick house, 8 miles south of
4
trailer, with washing machine
sumer products has immediate Murray,
OPENING
on Highway 121. Day FURNISHED APARTMENT,
.
Phone 753-5862
and dressing room separate from
openings for experienced in1972 VOLKSWAGEN. Good
ph_o_4Le 7534443, after 5 p.m. 436- wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
SOON!
dustrial engineers 141 pTaTilit
bath.
Also
city
water furnished.
condition. Phone 753-8335 or 753TFC conditioned, utilities furnished.
5489.
1971-12'x60' RICHARDSON CARPORT SALE-all day Friday
located in Western Kentucky and
8407.
024C mobile
One block from University Only $70.00 per month. Phone
home. Two bedrooms, gas and Saturday-at 801 North 19th
'KELLY'S
TERMITE and Pest
Western Tennessee. Applicants FOUR ROOM house with bath, campus. Couples only, no pets. Mayfield collect 247-6107. 023P
beat and range, Spanish style, Street. All types of items. 021C
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South 1967
should be experienced in time 212 acre lot with garden place and May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
DODGE Coronet 440.
with shag carpet. Fully fur13th Street. "Every day you
study, cosi control, plant layout out buildings. If interested phone
Maroon, black vinyl roof, V-8
SMALL FIVE room house, an.nished. No down payment, take BOY'S SPIDER bicycle and
y lets bugs have their
and tooling. We offer an at- 753-4636 ,ar after 5:00 p.m. 753- TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple furnished with electric
automatic. Phone 753-1319 before
heat. way."
over loan. Excellent condition. girl's standard bicycle, $15.00
TFC 5:00p.m.
tractive • salary, benefits, plus 9350.
025C preferred. References. See B.B. Phone 753-1798.
027C Phone
024P
753-7554.'
021C each. See at 802 North 20th
growth potential leading to plant
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
Street.
management. Send complete
021C
1966 JEEP CJ-5. Has metal top.
Remember
BY OWNER; Reduced, three Murray Drive In Theatre en- FOUR ROOM furnished apartFRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, call
resume to P.O. Box 32-B,
Less
than
72,000
miles.
$1450.00.
trance.
ment.
Only
TFC
$65.00
per
month. Also
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
Tuesday,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Equal op024C VA LOANS, no down payment for
Phone 436-2448.
023C 435-4592.
water furnished. Phone 435Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753qualified veteran. 12 years to
portunity employer.
025C 1668.
4465.
024C
TFC
SERVICES OFFERED
pay. Drive on out almost to
FOR SALE or trade; 1965 Buick
OWNER; four bedroom
Clarks
'BY
River Bridge on BeMine.
LeSabre
door
hardtop
two
with
NEATLY FURNISHED two
COOKS HELPER, night shift, no
with any fill-up
with large den, large CUSTOM COMBINING, plus bedroom
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
AC.,
P.S.,
and
automatic
phone calls. Apply Colonial home,
apartment,
married
patio, large utility room, hauling corn or beans. Phone 753- couple
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
transmission. Good condition.
or single. Located 100
House Smorgasbord.
TFC private
of Chevron Gasoline
October25C
About Our
maple cabinets, dishwasher, 8090.
13eltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
Will trade for Ford, Chevrolet or
South 13th Street. May be seen at
WANTED PARTNER, must be garbage disposal. Close to Carter
443-6150.
021C
GMC van with good body. Phone
EVERY TUESDAY
Kelly's Pest Control.
024C
Aluminum Plates
ambitious, experienced in pest and Middle Schools. Priced to GENERAL HOUSE wiring
753-7769.
021C
NEW DOUBLE Wide mobile
control, to handle local accounts. sell. Bank loan available to right Installation or rework. No job too NICE TWO bedroom
trailer,
home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
Established company. Phone person. Phone 753-1822 days, or big or too small.Call for estimate carpeted, hurricane straps, also
▪ 1967 FIREBIRD, good condition,
each
TFC 438-2159, Jim.
on spot. Plenty of other mobile
Bowling Green, Ky., 781-6377 or 753-6342 nights.
October23P 10'x20' porch. Couple preferred.
Call 753-8644. Will accept best
homes to choose from. Bill's
Louisville, Ky.,361-3343.
028C
offer. Can be seen at 101 North
If
You
One
mile
out
of
city
limits.
Phone
The Ledger & Times
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
THREE BEDROOM brick house WILL DO any type of carpenter 753-4770.
13th Street.
023C
024C
WAITRESS at the Hazel Cafe. with central heat and air, on work,"small or large jobs. Free
Beltline Highway. Paducah, Ky.,
103 N. 4th Street
Apply in person or call 492443-6150.
021C
150'x200' size lot. Located three estimate. Phone 7531961 CHEVROLET. Good tires.
9785. _ .
023C miles north of Murray on 16th 7955.
Phone...
November6NC FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Murray,
Ky.
Clean.
Must
sell.
Phooe
753living noon). kitchen, bathroom
024C
3516.
VERNON'S SHOE Service need Street. Phone 753-6795.
023C
with shower and bath. One or two,
Phone 753-1916
CARPET
-LINOLEUM in- bedrooms. Ziminerman
shoe repairman, part or full time,
ApartBefore 5:00 p.m.
with some experience. Phone 753- THREE BEDROOM brick home stallations and repairs, all types. ments, South 16th Street, 7531962 FALCON Ranchero pickup.
FRIGIDAIRE CLOTHES dryer/
2 baths, patio, outside Residential or Commercial. For 6609.
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
9885.
023C with 11
Fair condition. Phone 753or
Novel
iber7C
storage building. All appliances free estimate phone 436used, reasonable. Wanted good
36"7"
COCKER SPANIEL
024NC
built-in. If interested phone 753- 2124.
used baby clothes and articles.
NovemberIC TWO-BEDROOM Mobile Home.
WANT TO BUY
PUPPIES
Call
5287.
024C
753-1611
after
5:00.
021C
Carpeted throughout. Gas heat,
Between 5:00 p.m.
1965 FORD Country sedan, all
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. on private lot in Hazel. Phone 492power,
Registered
air,
AKC
radio.
Good
condition.
& 6:00 p.m. In The One owner.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 9785.
023C
213 South 13th. Phone OIL BURNER furnace and fuel
SERVICES OFFERED
Antique Clocks
Phone
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Evening
753-2520.
023C tank. Ideal for clean up shop or
TUNING-Repair- 753-7625 nights.
PIANO
We buy and sell old clocks,
TFC TWO BEDROOM furnished or
warehouse. Phone 753-4846 or 753If you know your route
rebuilding. Prompt expert sercases, works and parts.
023C
1967 T-BIRD, 57,000 miles, one 4417.
boy's number, please call
unfurnished apartment, central
Lynn Grove
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Over 150 in stock. We
owner, air and power, new tires.
him first. If you get no
heat and air. Good location.
sale.
pianos
Dyer,
Ben
Phone
for
W.
1970 KAWASAKI 500.
753also bank gravel, fill dirt and Available October 1. Phone
repair clocks. J & B Music
results
Excellent
then call John
condition. $1,125.00.
753Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
8550.
TEC
Center. 753-7575.
Phone 753-4136.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
4331.
023P
TFC
WHEEL WALKER with seat.
November21C or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
8911.
number during the hours
TAME RABBITS. Phone 436-5856 Can be used as wheelchair. Used
listed
THREE BEDROOM, bath and '2
WANT 'FO BUY Avco or Eze
after 4:00 part.
021C very short time. Phone Kirksey
1968
OPEL
Cadette
IS,
.42,000
Flow 3 point hitch spinner seed
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let Cape Cod house, full basement,
489-2477.
021P
miles, $475.00. May be Seen at
and fertilizer spreader, m good
decorated.
us completely cover your home newly
NEW
used
Near
tractor
AND
tires.
•
LOST 81 FOUND
1610
College
Farm
Road.
Phone
condition. Phone 753-8609 after
with Reynolds weather tight University. Located 501 North
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy 19" PORTABLE RCA 'N. with
LOST OR stolen two female 753-5808 after 4:30 p.m.
021C
6:00 p.m.
024C
service Vinson Tractor Co. stand, excellent condition, $65.00.
aluminum siding. Also we do 16th. Phone Benton 527-7542 after
English Setters, in Kirksey area.
soffitt and overhangs on brick. 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-4892.
026P
ITC Also Humphrey gas heater,
One tattooed with initials J.V.F. in
MUSIC
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
Storm windows & door, shutters
$20.00. Phone 435-4981 or 753Fulton
right
Phone
James
ear.
attic junk, or anything of' value.
and carports. Free estimates. THREE BEDROOM brick house
NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5': 8109.
021C
021E
Pianos-Organs
437-4328.
electric
with
carport,
double
Phone 436-2135.
Call Garland's Aluminum SerNovember21C
and 6 lift type or pull type
See why more people buy
with
heat,
fireplace
also
vice, Route I, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. ITC CONIPIETE STAINLESS- steel
Wurlitzer than any other
FOUND MALE Dachshund,
WANT TO BUY some 24" hickory
piano. Sales-Service.Rental
Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C heatolator. Located on Blood
sandwich shop equipment. I.ike
purchase Practice piano and
and oak fireplace wood. Phone
River Subdivision. Phone 436- Saturday evening, October 14, on
1966-860 FORD twin screw, 5 and Se'roTCorvette Lanes, 1415 West
studios. J&B MUSIC Center,
H&H SEAL Coating. Protects 2427.
121
wearing
Bypass,
collar.
021C
Charles Ryan 753-6453.
023C
3 speed. 220 Cummins. One, Main Street. Phone 753-2202.021C
Murray, Ky. 7S3-7575.
driveways from winter freeze.
Phone 489-2627
023C
owner. Can be seen at Midwas,
Preserves new driveways and
Truck Stop on Hael Highway. 1972 HONDA 350, three months
FOR SALE OR TRADE
CRIME REPORT
Court, North
renews old driveways. All work GREEN A
Lessons
Music
Would consider taking good car old, $725.00 or will trade for
Burglary offenses totaled
guaranteed and free estimate. 16th Extended. Two bedroom 1972 DATSUN 240-Z. One owner.
Professional teachers of
in,ontrade.
027P Dodge or Chevy van ok station
trailer,
carpeted
2.36 million during the year -*Central Shopping Center: Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
living
room,
city
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
Excellent condition. Four speed.
023C
wagon in good condition. See at
accordion, drums and band
water furnished. Singles or Brown with brown interior. 84150
with an average loss of $317Phone 753-5865
instruments
& B Mus,c
1966. MUSTANG, Also RC6 Bndi's Welding, Industrial
for each tearearr-The total *
FREE ESTIMATE on seam tartk couples. $60.00. Phone 753-3043 or cash or trade. Phone 753Center, Murray, Ky. 753Road, or, phone 753-6508 or 753'electric range. Phone 753dollar loss wal739
INC*************1titstattatteor-Ptione 7E3-7850. TEC 75-1632.
1497.
8692.
021C
8534.
,
••••ii4
OW_
We have requests for the following types of property I. Acreage with livable home near New Concord.
2. FIVE ACRES or more near Hazel or South Pleasant Grove with
or without home.
3. Three bedrooms, kitchen-den, prefer on Mayfield Highway or
641 North.
4, Three bedrooms, central heat and air, family room, $28 to
$32,000.
5. Three bedrooms, I 12 baths, central heat and air, $25,000.
6. Three or four bedrooms,outside of city, $23,000 and under.
7. 100 acres or less with home, prefer East of Murray,$35,000.
8. Four bedrooms. 1'2 baths, Prefer South of Murray $20 to
$25,000.
9. Commercial lot or building to lease or buy.

II6ENTLY1 FELLOw5. TH15 6AmE (5
BLACKED OUT.

FOR THE

fri

RETARDED
Oct. 22nd

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE

TIRE SALE

GIVE US A CALL

SAF-T-BILT

DEAN
TIRES

Cain
Gulf Station

FREE WASH

CALL

ASTRO CAR WASH

25'

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

FOR SALE

753-7278

435-4871

YES!!

If it's made in
Japan we can
fix it!

TV Service
Center

sw="....a.•••Fia -

•
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U.S. Disapproves Use Of

SATURDAY-OCTOBER 21, 1972

Rev. Paul Wanger
Gives Subjects For
Sermons On Sunday

Tigers.

(Continued from Page 1)

forced to punt with 16 seconds around and pick up the ball and
remaining in the half. Tony carry to the nine yard line for
Thompson got a hand on the ball the first down.
and Murray took over at the
Rev. Paul Wanger, minister
After a gain of three by
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The martial law will be ended to
four.
of the Calvary Temple PenLandoll, McCuiston took a
United States is taking sharply permit the election.
With an excellent scoring seven yard scoring pass from
tecostal Church of God, located
different attitudes toward two
In the case of the Philippines,
opportunity staring the Tigers Landoll and Hopkinsville's
close Asian allies-the Philip- U.S. officials realize that Mar- at Chestnut and Cherry Streets,
in the face, disaster struck shutout was lost. The extra
pines and South Korea-which cos was facing a serious secur- has announced his sermon
again as George Landolt's point kick by Brad
October
topics
22.
Sunday.
for
have suspended democratic ity problem at home, the insurBarnett
second down pass was in- was good and with 1:35
"The Significance of Water
processes and imposed martial gency movement was growing
left in
tercepte
d in the end zone as the game the final score of
Baptism" will be the subject of
law.
20and stability was weakening.
time expired in the half.
7 was on the board.
In both cases the reins of The country had pronounced the sermon for the eleven a.m.
Statistic
in
s
the
first
half
leadership are being gripped economic problems which had service. His scriptures will be
"We played a fine ballgarne
found Murray with 51 net yards
from Matther 3:13-17 and 28:19,
more firmly by the present slowed its growth.
and with the problems and
the
ground
on
and
in
46
the
air
Mark
Romans
6:1-5.
16:16,
and
leaders while basic changes in
As one U.S_ official put it, sifor a total of 97. Hopkinsville handicaps that we have had in
At two p.m. Sunday a water
government are worked out.
lence by Washington does not
had 174, all of which came on the past week, I am even more
In the case of the Philippines, mean the Nixon administration baptism service will be held at
pleased with the performance,"
the
ground.
Chandler
Park.
the United States has withheld approves Marcos' techniques.
Murray coach Ty Holland said.
A
lot
of
people
thought that
The 7:30 p.m. sermon topic
comment while President FerFinal game statistics found
the missed scoring opportunity
will be "A Cure For World's No.
dinand Marcos undertakes
Murray with 14 first downs
by
Murray
in
the
Killer"
final
1
with
scriptur
seconds
his
e
to
be
sweeping reforms in what he
of the half would cause a Tiger while Hoptown had 13. This was
from Romans 6:23 and 3:23 and
says is an effort to thwart a
downfall in the third quarter. due to the fine ball control game
I Peter 1:18-19.
(Continued from Page 1)
communist takeover. Prospects
But if anything, it made Murray that Murray played, as the
for a presidential election in make up the farmer-owned,
Tigers had control of the ball for
even
more determined.
November 1973 when Marcos' farm credit organization, Dr. Dodson To Speak
over half of the game.
Dr. Donald Hunter, right, dean of the College of
Just
prove
to
that
Tigers
the
Educatio
n, Murray State University, is shown
term ends now appear dim.
founded
1934
in
and
George Landolt, playing the
model home constructed by seventh grader at Pineville
were hitting hard, three
But in Korea, President headquartered at Mayfield.
Elementary School. Holding up roof is
On 'Suspense Story'
halfback role magnificently,
Douglas Stockton, teacher of the class and another
members of the Hopkinsville,
in
Chung Hee Park has drawn the
manufact
uring
for eight graders exploring
Magness also holds six
was 7-11 in the passing
those fields. The career education program is part of
team had to be helped off the
a Title III, U.S. Elementary and Secondary
stern disapproval of high Amer- honorary Future Farmers of
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Educatio
department for 89 yards and a
n Act (ESEA), project in southeastern Kentucky.
field
the
in
final
half.
And
one
ican authorities for his action America Chapter Farmer minister of the First United
Hunter, a member of the ESEA State
touchdown.
Advisory Council,and other members recently toured
of those, who just happened to
three schools in the area.
in suspending the constitution degrees in the Purchase area, Mehodist Church, will speak at
On the ground, Murray picked
run
into
a
242
pound
boulder
and dissolving the National As- and has been awarded a state the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services
up 119 net rushing yards, 82 of
named
Craig
Suiter,
was
put
sembly.
Honorary Farmer Degree by at the church on Sunday, Owhich came from McCuiston.
out of action for the night.
The criticism came because the FFA..
tober 22.
Total yardage for Murray was
Farrow
picked
up
53
yards
Washington feels Korea's econin
His sermon topic will be
He is the past president of the
the third period. Unfortunately, 208.
omy is vigorous and strongly Mayfield Optimist Club and of "Suspense Story" for both
Hopkinsville had 237 yards on
26 of those came on a touchdown
developed-unlike that of the the Graves County Agricultural services.
the ground, 149 of which came
run
at
the
8:03
mark
of the
Phillipines.
Council, and currently is serThe Junior and Senior High
quarter. Fan-ow broke tackle from Farrow. In the final period
U.S. officials say they believe ving on the Adm nistrative Methodist Youth Fellowship
on the right side and picked up a of play though, the Murray
the Korean move is a prelude Board of the First Methodist .will meet at the church at six
block which allowed the speedy defense was superb as
to the introduction on Oct. 27 of Church in Mayfield.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - a month since
p.m. Sunday for supper and
Hopkinsville was minus 7 on the
the
samplin
gs
dicate this could be a key ap- halfback to scamper to paydirt.
a revised constitution which
Two weeks before the Nov. 7 were taken
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. separate programs.
and it may be sig- proach
The PAT, after a five yard ground.
will establish a new method for Otis Magness, former residents
for Huddleston.
elections the overriding ques- nificant that
Murray's goal now is to finish
Huddleston had
In other words, the anti- penalty on Hoptwon, failed and
electing the president. Under of Murray now living in
tion in Kentucky seems to be barely begun
the
his
season with an even 5-5
media
camMcGovern Democrats would Murray was down 20-0.
the present constitution, Park Mayfield, and is married to the
the likely Republican presiden- paign to
establish name identislate, The Tigers, now 3-5, will
Enter
Dale
McCuisto
vote
n.
may not succeed himself when former June Barnett of Murray.
The
neither
for him or Nixon,
tial margin and how it will af- fication
and a solid image but would press the lever for tough little sophomore halfback go to Russellville Friday to try
his term expires in 1975. He is They have three children:
fect the Senate race.
things Nunn already possesses.
for their fourth victory.
Huddleston, assuming they are shot 20 yards from the Tiger 20
in his second term and ninth Leslye, 15; David, 1„ and
That President Nixon Will
Whether Kentucky Democrats
to
midfield
as
the
;Tigers
year as president.
motivate
opened
d to get out in considcarry the state handily against are more
Elizabeth 8.
receptive now to erable
their only series of plays of the
The new Korean constitution
numbers.
Sen. George McGovern is a wi- McGovern
is
problema
tical,
but
Another pattern of recent third quarter. But the series
is due to be submitted to a naIf the salt from the oceans
despread assumption among party
sources contend much of general
tional referendum one month and seas were spread over the
elections that at first lasted for over six minutes as
prospective voters, politicians the hostility
is mellowing, that glance
earth's
land surface it would
after it is proposed by the
encourages Democrats Murray used power plays to
in both major parties and so- in some
areas the McGovern is the
Council of State. Presumably form•layer more than 500 feet
seeming peak of any Re- pick up yardage.
called experts.
and regular Democratic groups
high.
publican-under 500,000 votes.
But the Senate contest be- are friendlie
The Murray drive ended on
r and, above all, But
this has its perils.
tween Democrat Walter ( Dee) that Huddlest
the Hopkinsville 14 when Tony
on is succeeding
Although retiring Sen. John Thompson picked up one yard
Huddleston and Republican on his own
hook.
Sherman Cooper amassed on a fourth and two situation.
Louie Nunn is another matter.
Kentucky is one of the states
Henry Boyd of 809 Coldwater
"only" 485,000 votes in 1966 he But it didn't take long for the
Preliminary figures from a that makes
it easy to vote the won by
THURMONT, Md.( AP - In citizens
Road,
Murray, succumbed
more than 200,000.
Tigers to get the ball back as the
recent professional poll spon- straight party
ticket - a flick
a paid political broadcast,
-Although Sen. Marlow Cook fired-up Murray defense was Friday at 7:40 p.m. at his home.
sored by the Courier-Journal of the
voting machine lever obtained
President Nixon outlines his
HOT SPRINGS, Va. ( AP)the same number in like a line of warriors in battle. He was 76 years of age and his
and the Louisville Times in- does it.
view of leadership and says he Rep. John W. Byrnes, R-Wis.,
1968 he won by only 35,000.
dicated Nixon had a 2 to 1 lead,
The final period began with death followed an extended
Ordinarily this operates to
sees a new American majority tells the fall meeting of the
Such figures might mean Nix- the Tigers taking a Hoptown illness.
but that Nunn barely led Hud- the advanta
ge of the majority on could
that wants what he wants
The deceased was a member
Business Council "it is essential
win by a landslide punt at the Murray High 46. An
dleston despite an apparently party the Democrats who without
On leadership, he says he that we have a tax increase,"
of the Liberty Point Baptist
reaching
500,000
lengthy
11
votes,
yard
pass
president
from
ial
Landolt
coattail,
to
Dr.
H. Lew Wallace
outregister the GOP 2 to 1.
won't shy away from unpopular preferably next year. Byrnes is
if Democrats stayed away from end Don Scott carried the Church in Trigg County. He and
perhaps 200,000 votes if the figBut this time it could operate
decisions. The radio broadcast the ranking minority member
his wife, Lala Leneave, who
McGovern on a mass basis.
Tigers to the Hoptwon 43.
ures are translated that way.
to the detriment of Huddleston.
was the third in a series An- of the House Ways and Means
survives, were married October
The consuming goal of HudThe poll is the only reliable
After
gains
by
McClint
on
Two more questions seem to dleston
other
a, 1915.
broadcast
comes Committee. The White House
and his supporters
independent survey to surface emerge from the
and Landoll for short yartomorrow.
basic one of seemingly is to get Deinocrats
Mr. Boyd was born November
has insisted there are no ad0
so far. Both major senatorial whether Huddlest
dage, the two combined on a
21, 1895, in Trigg County and
on can over- to the polls for him and, if no
a . tration plans_ for higher
nominees have claimed leads in come a massive
pass play with Landon
NEW YORK (AP1 - Demo- taxes, only tax refortrii.
Nixon margin. Nixon sweep develops, all the
was the son of the late William
their _polls, but have not given
receivin
g. Landoll was hit at
cratic presidential nominee
Sam Boyd and Ellen Boyd.
One
involves the history of better for them.
.
_
details. the Hoptown 30 before the
Sen. George McGovern is airSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
Met -splitting ;lc- Kentucky.
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
However, it now is more than
pass was in his hands and
port-hopping through Pennsyl- - Searchers continue looking
Lalla Leaneave Boyd of 809
The last time it happened was
Hopkinsville was s-lapperk Coldwater
Dr. H. Lew Wallace, an
vania today.
in 1967 when Wendell Ford befor Heine Democratic Leader
Road. MUrray_i__ one
with a 15 yard pass inAt a New Jersey McGovern Hale Boggs. missing with three associate professor of history at
daughter, Mrs. Mason (Wilma)
came Lieutenant Governor and
terferen
ce
penalty that
rally, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy other persons since Monday,.,. Murray State University from
Billington, 1515 Henry Street,
Nunn Governor.
moved the Tigers from the 38
spoke for McGovern. saying: when their small plane dis- 1965 to 1971, has published an
Murray; one son, William D.
But a Senate race entails dif'Continued from Page 11
down to the 23.
"It isn't easy to be found with appeared on a flight from An- article in the September
Boyd of Cadiz; one sister, Mrs.
ferent factors than a governor's
Once again, the Tigers had Mary Cunningham
your hand in the till, your foot chorage to Juneau. Two Air "Reader's Digest." The article, tral Bell) has been relatively contest, else Kentucky would
Rev, David C. Roos, minister
of Herndon:
in your mouth, your tongue in Force reconnaissance planes entitled, "Inferno in Far- insignificant.
not have had mostly Democrat- of the First Christian Church another scoring drive ended one granddaughter, Mrs.
when
Dale
mington
"It is arguable that the ic governors and GOP Senators ( Disciples of Christ, North
McCuiston was Ray( Penny ) Henderson of
No. 9," recounts the
your cheek and your eye on the join the search today.
5th
story of the mine disaster in 'value of service' concept, one the past two decades.
polls, but that's what Nixon has
Street, will speak on the sub- stopped at the 14, after gaining Cadiz; two grandsons, Jon
-one yard on a fourth and two Mark Billingto
done.'' Said McGovern when
SAIGON ( AP ) - A Saigon Farmington, West 'Virginia in basis of justification for reThere seems to be no handy
ject, "Sinners Only Admitted"
n and Phillip
Kennedy was through: "That newspaper controlled by the 1968. It traces the initial ex- grouping, may be lacking in the yardsticks from the recent past at the 10:50 a.m. services on situation
Billington, both of Murray.
Defense cannot be used to
was great."
presidential palace says Presi- plosion in the West Virginia most persuasive evidenciary on the split-ticket attitudes of .Sunday, October 22, at the
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd have been
describe the Murray line in
dent Nguyen Van Thieu and his mine and the subsequent at- (sic) support,'"The 'order noted. Kentuckians in a Senate race
church. His scripture will be
residents of Murray for the past
the
fine)
tempts
few minutes. Murder
to rescue the 78 trapped
"However," it continued, it during a presidential year.
WASHINGTON (AP)- High national security council have
-from Luke 5:1-11,
might be more appropriate twenty-three years.
labor sources say state labor rejected any interim Indochina miners. Dr. Wallace portrays is quite apparent that one reThe second question involves
The Chancel Choir, directed
Funeral services will be held
as the Tigers forced
the incident as "a microcosmic sult of presently authorized re- not a real split, but
groups rebelling against AFL- agreement for a limited peace.
by Leonard Whitrner, will sing
simply
Sunday at three p.m. at the
view
Hopkinsv
ille all the way back
of how Americans handle grouping is that there is a very omitting the vote for presiden
CIO President George Meany's
Tin Song said that after three
the anthem, "Blessing and
t
to their own two before being chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
neutrality position in the presi- meetings with Henry A. Kissin- problems. They act and then significant difference in rates while casting a ballot for senaGlory" with the guest organist
Home, Cadiz, with Rev. Jerrell
dential campaign are losing fi- ger, the South Vietnamese told promptly forget about it until charged in cities and commu- tor, and reports from areas to be Miss Ruth Ann Mills, forced to punt from deep in White
and Jerry Bailey ofthe
the
next crisis and the next." nities of comparable size for such as Western
end zone.
nancial support from pro-Nixon the U.S. presidential adviser
Kentucky in- sophomore ,music major at
ficiating,
Murray
The article originally ap- comparable service.
took
over
construction unions. One source they will not accept any
on
a
fair
Murray State University. The
Burial will be in the Boyd
catch from the Hopkinsville 213.
peared in the Cincinnati
"We are of the opinion that
says Meany is encouraging it. temporary peace solution.
flowers on the communion table
Cemetery in Trigg County.
On
a
Enquirer
fourth
the applicant's customers
and two from the
Sunday Magazine.
Meany says " That is a lie, a
There has been no official
will be in memory of Mrs.
The Blalock-Coleman
Hoptown 20, one of the most
Dr. Wallace, a native of should bear a fair share of the
complete and absolute lie."
word on the reason for the KisCharlie Shroat by
her unusual
Funeral Home of Murray has
Washingt
plays
on,
of
cost
for
the
Indiana, earned
comparable service,"
year came charge
singer talks, but speculation
daughters.
of the arrangements and
about.
PARIS (AP) The first sum- has been that a breakthrough the A.B., M.A., and Ph. D. the order said, adding that the
"Turning Sorrow Into Joy"
Glenn t,ard will be the wordegrees in history at Indiana PSC was granting the corn- will be the subject of the ser- ship
Thompson took a direct snap friends may call there after
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